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Beatings sometimes are regarded merely 

as incidental factors in machine design. This is a great mistake. 

Many an otherwise well-designed piece of equipment has failed 

to live up to expectations because of inefficient bearings. 

With operating speeds constantly going higher, radial loads get- 

ting heavier, thrust loads more severe, and precision tolerances 

closer, bearings are more important than ever before. Don’t make 

the mistake of underestimating their value. 

By getting a thorough knowledge of the principle, construction and 

| application of the TIMKEN Tapered Roller Bearing you will be 

able to meet every bearing need, avoid trouble and assure correct per- 

formance. This knowledge will be one of your most valuable assets 
Tee . . 

(n— when you graduate. It will make you a better engineer. Take the first 

| an one step now—write for a free copy of the Timken Reference Manual. 

a= THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY, CANTON, OHIO 

we) Manufacturers of TIMKEN Tapered Roller Bearings 
Ned | for automobiles, motor trucks, railroad cars and loco- 
Rt | : motives and all kinds of industrial machinery; TIMKEN 

< Fn Alloy Steels and Carbon and Alloy Seamless Tubing; 

sD and TIMKEN Rock Bis, TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS
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ONE OF THE FUNDAMENTAL REASONS FOR USING ANTI-FRICTION BEARINGS 

\ HEN fault exists in any t of bearing, high speed will NN Ae y type & 8} Pp Spectacular Proof 

inevitably bring it to light . . . in excess heat and wear. Thus, that New Departures 
Permit High Speeds 

high speed machine operation is at once a test of the accuracy 

with which a bearing is made and of the efficiency of the basic — — 

bearing design. / rh 
a 

_— ‘ Fs Significant then is the fact that each year more manufactur- 
‘ . . . Many high speed machines oper- ers of machine tools and other high speed machinery standardize ate at between 5,000 and 10,000 

r.p.m, A notable exception is the . ‘ Madison-Kipp air grinder which on ball bearings . . . on New Departure ball bearings, used Fung at 50,000 ripid and which 
runs successfully on New De- : ball bearings. throughout industry wherever wheels or shafts turn. pees Nene 

ENGINEERING STUDENTS: For interesting brochure, 

“Ball Bearings for Higher Speeds,” write New Depar- 

ture, Division of General Motors, Bristol, Connecticut. 
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GASOLINE and DIESEL 

ENGINES and POWER UNITS 

ERCULES MOTORS CORPORATION is the world’s largest manu- 

| | facturer specializing in the design and construction of gasoline and 

Diesel engines, exclusively. 

The HERCULES line is unusually complete. Encompassed within its range 

of four horsepower to two hundred horsepower are precision-built engines 

and power units in types and sizes to meet virtually every need for heavy 

duty power. 

Both gasoline and Diesel engines AT 

and power units are made in six- Perea SETTAB 7 
F E oy 

cylinder, four-cylinder and_ two- | | | | Any Oy ! 

| cylinder models. For full informa- | | | i 

| tion regarding performance-proven | | : | 

gasoline or Diesel engines for indus- | rl | | 

| trial power needs, please write the : / | Se 

factory. 
UL ca EL lL ae F4 ul | Ni il | DSS Get al Is e iar <P, 

HERCULES MOTORS CORPORATION 

CANTON, OHIO, U.S.A. 

eae iam 
moieties amma aman a 
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Ou The Couer Inu This Special Issue 
THE MAN and his machine symbolize much in our Greetings from Dean Johnson . . . . . ... 8 

existence. The products of his hours at work are our 

walls of defense, our transportation, our light and heat. uieneles 
‘ i Professional Conduct, by Daniel W. Mead line: r possible. te EQeAG, eos ees ge 6 They have made the Present ghastliness of war p Professor Mead’s fifteen points of professional relations for the 

Fortunately, as they permit, so may they prevent. student engineer. 

Deep in the great heart of the defense movement these Mr. Saint Pat, by Nathan Itzkowitz.. . 2... =... 8 
precision tools whir and slice, producing parts which fit New light on the saga of that great engineer. 
closely to their mating parts which may have been manu- The College of Engineering... 2... ee 
factured a thousand miles away. This interchangeability, And how it grew. 

" 3 ; en . Eli Whitney’s greatest contribution to the world, com- The Electron Microscope, by Howard R. Hegbar . . . . . 10 
bined with adaptable mechanisms such as the turret lathe New horizons—infinitesimal in dimension, limitless in possibility. 

ir i ossible. ‘ Bacow of the cover, has made mass production p e Madison Industries in Defense, by Robert Short . . . . . 12 
Though these modern tools seem utterly incomprehen- Local help for the national cause. 

sible to the layman watching their rotating cams, clickin Ba x aay ung ating 2 CNCKINE Exposition Section 
knock-off pins, and meshing gears, basically they are little 

different than the familiar wood-turning lathe every boy Guiding the Expo... - . 1 1 ee ee ee 1d 
has toyed with. The difference lies in standardization— Program of Events . . . . 2... 1... 1. 16 
the universal use of standard sizes of each article. Thus Location of Exhibits. . . . 2... 0.4... 4... 2.416 
the task of the modern machine tool is to duplicate one Student Exhibits . . . . 2... 4... oe 18 

i i for in lication lies cost reduc- 4 a 
article many a over, dup st . sost edu Industrial Exhibits . 2. 2. 2. 2... . . 24 
tion: few motions, the unbending of slow, tiring human 

backs with fast, efficient, tireless automatic motion. It is Cover 
this complex and automatic motion which is so difficult to Turret lathe in operation. Photo courtesy Gisholt Machine Co. 

achieve, for we are substituting our gears and cams for Frontispiece 

that amazing machine, the human mind. A photomontage symbolizing Power. Courtesy Allis-Chalmers Co. 
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A. SKIES darken and the clouds importance of the contribution of the engi- 

of the world’s turmoil overshadow us, it is neering profession to the defense program of 

wise that in every field of endeavor we take the United States is evident from the esti- 

sights, locate ourselves, and try to retain our mates of authoritative sources that govern- 

perspective. ment services and industry will need from 

Thus our Engineering Exposition acquires forty to fifty thousand additional engineers 

particular significance this year. this year. Contrasted with this need is the 

Thus it is that our faculty, our alumni and available supply of only twelve thousand 

our friends in industry can wisely give en- newly trained men. There is therefore sound 

couragement and cooperation. reason for all engincering students to go 

oe about their work with patriotic fervor. 
Thus it is that our students have an un- — se 

Bee . : Further effects of the engineer's future ap- 
usual responsibility in tackling their task ae : 

; : ‘ plication of science may be expected to affect 
with enthusiasm and vigor. o : 

ee . materially and alter the social problems of our | 

And, thus it ts that we gather with the country. In any event, it may be anticipated . 

thousands of our fiends from the University that future work of the engineers will have 

community and Madison, the Governor and as profound effect upon our social problems 

the legislature of Wisconsin, with our young as did the development of the steam engine 

friends from high schools far and near and in producing “the Industrial Age” or as has 

with parents and citizens from farm and city the development of the internal combustion 

—we should find more than mere interest engine and the radio in our present genera- 

and pleasure in our Exposition. 4, tion, Visitors to the Engineering Exposition 

For, first of all, from such applications of may well ponder the part to be played in the 

science as our exhibits we must count imme- future by some of the things they may sce. 

diately upon the implementing of our na- It is with pride in the important signifi- 

tional defense and the physical protection of cance of our Engineering Exposition that we 

our American way of life. The astonishing welcome all who come. 

° ¢ 

Oo



Professional Conduct 
by Prof. Daniel W. Mead 

Past President of A.S.C.E. 

T MAY well be asked, “Why is a Code of Conduct de- ciples of conduct as practiced in schools and colleges do 
I sirable?” In answer it should be said that a knowledge not fit the student for the rules of conduct which are nec- 

of the science of successful and useful living is the essary to be applied in business or professional life. In 
most important knowledge that any man can acquire. In conduct, as in professional practice, the younger man will 
the schools, colleges and universities, the students learn do well to seek the precedent of older men who long have 
the principles that underlie a successful understanding of been in the special business or profession which he is to 
physics, chemistry, biology, physiology and the various follow in his life work. Precedent in either case is not to 
other subjects studied in their selected courses. In very be blindly followed, but neither should it be ignored. The 
few cases is any instruction given in the schools on the importance of principles of action are well set forth by 
most important subject of all—the Science of Living, the Raymond Moley! as follows: 
science of proper conduct in the affairs of life. In this the “What are principles that men live by? What, for that 
writer believes that the schools have been very derelict and matter, is the meaning of principles itself? Reduce the 
that this subject should be taught question of principle to the case of 
to all students. - an individual and one of the prob- 

It seems to be commonly as- mp lems he faces. A man does not gov- 
sumed that the students, at least in -_ ° ern his life by chance. He learns, 
our colleges and universities, have ‘ Bec as the years pass, and profits by 
already received instruction in e  — what he learns. He learns that : _ ‘ there are some things that he can- 
proper conduct at home, in the _ 7 not eat without distress. He learns 
churches, and perhaps in the - : that there are some games he can- 
schools which they have attended. a = not play. He learns that there are 
Perhaps that assumption was war- ; i ways of doing his work better. He 
ranted in the more simple life of es oe learns how to conduct his relations 

“7 with other people. Out of the ac- the past. At present, however, our — : Ste Ba AP crn : | cumulation of individual experi- 
civilization has become so compli- /: e ence he creates rules for himself. cated and so involved with the : As time goes on, those rules be- 
the manifold professions, busi- |; | . , come principles of living. He finds 
nesses and trades that the princi- a, , that by observing and respecting 

ples which should be practiced by "4 J them he saves himself untold frou. : a ble and discomfort. He doesn’t 
the student when he leaves his “a have to argue out thousands of in- 
alma mater and enters into busi- be dividual decisions with himself. He 
ness or professional life have also - depends upon his principles. Ulti- 
become complicated and cannot mately he lives not only with but 
well be acquired except by the by them.” 

| hard knocks of personal experi- A General rules of conduct, like 
ence or through the experience of i the Golden Rule, often are hard to 
others who have already trod the PROP: DLW MEAS apply under new conditions of ex- 
seamy path of similar experience. perience not hitherto encountered. 
It is quite evident, the writer believes, that the fundamen- Therefore, if correctly stated, the more detailed and ex- 
tal principles upon which all proper conduct is based are plicit a code is, the more useful it is to the inexperienced. 
quite similar in all cases regardless of business, profession The writer of this article never heard these matters dis- 
or occupation. The Golden Rule of all conduct is “to do cussed in his own university course and undoubtedly made 
unto others as you would that others shall do unto you,” mistakes in conduct as he did in practice in his early pro- 
and it may seem to many to be sufficient for all practical fessional life. He early recognized his need of informa- 
purposes. So it would be if the individual were always tion along both lines, and when he began teaching the 
capable of applying that principle under the manifold subject of Contracts in the Engineering Department of 
conditions under which it must be applied. The princi- the University of Wisconsin, he introduced the subject of 
ples of physics, however, do not greatly aid the student in Engineering Relations as a regular part of the course in 
understanding the principles of chemistry, although both order to give the students in his classes the advantage of 
are based on fundamental natural laws. Likewise the prin- his own personal experiences. 
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In 1936, the writer was honored. by election to the Presi- 4. Even if the young engineer’s immediate work is for- 

dency of the American Society of Civil Engineers, which eign to that which he intends to follow in later life, a thor- 

now has some 17,000 members. As president of this so- ough study and understanding of any engineering subject 

ciety he felt it his duty to : will be found of great advantage in later years. 
bring to its membership ey 5. The last half century has witnessed a great develop- 

this subject of Profes- = ment in engineering literature. This is contained in engi- 

sional Conduct, and by YS neering society publications, in engineering magazines, and 

the request of the Board Uf (ad in engineering books with which few young engineers are 

of Direction of that so- ih familiar. A knowledge of this literature, especially along 
ciety, he prepareda iw VA / V9 the line of the young engineer’s specialty, is of great im- 
somewhat extended arti- Hi ‘| we importance. By extensive study the young engineer should 

cle entitled: “Standards " Oe utilize this great storehouse of information. “The differ- 

of Professional Relations [ J ence between an educated and an uneducated man is not 

and Con duct.” This Ml so much in the greater amount that the educated man 

paper has ten subdivi- ~ \ | knows as in his ability to find out”—Huxley. 
sions containing princi- Every one must build largely on the experience and 

ples which applied particularly to certain relations of the precedents of the past. The young engineer should not be 
engineer, although most of the principles must be re- rigorously ruled by precedent, however, but he should not 

garded as applying to all engineering positions. ignore it. On the other hand, he should not strive too 

Space will not permit the reproduction of this paper in much for originality. That which is entirely new is likely 

full but Section I, which was written especially for the stu- to be bad in principle or design. When, after thorough 

dent and young engineers, is reproduced below. study and investigation, a new principle, method, or design 

The Engineering Student and the Young Engineer is found to be mote desirable, the engineer should not 

_ hesitate to adopt it; otherwise no improvements in princi- 
The engineering student should understand that he is ple, practice, or methods would be possible. 

preparing to enter a profession in which success, in gen- 6. Frequently new ideas and new plans are outlined 
eral, is the reward of honest and strenuous effort. Pro- i, more or less detail in the engineering press. Such plans 

fessional success, while always involving opportunity,  .e14om should be adopted without careful inquiry as to 
usually depends largely on the individual himself and on their success after some years of practical use. Often, 

his intelligence, his personality, his ambitions, his courage, apparently good and economical methods or design prove 

his industry, and his determination. unsatisfactory in practice because their success or failure 
1. The mental discipline necessary to do well the work frequently can be determined only by use. Where new or 

of a required but distasteful course is of great value, as untried methods are contemplated, the site of such works, 
throughout life one must frequently solve new problems preferably, should be visited and inquiry ‘made: as to’ the 

and do things one would prefer not to do. Hence, if the degree of success which has been encountered in actual 
student finds his required course includes subjects which usage before such plans are adopted. 

he does not like, nevertheless he should give such sub- 7. The young engineer owes it to himself to join such 

| jects sufficient attention, for the ability to do work well tocal or national technical societies as are pertinent to the 
whether he likes it or not is an essential factor to success. york in which he is engaged; he should attend their meet- 

2. It should be remembered that the college commence- ings whenever practicable, should read the papers at least 
ment is not the end of professional study but rather that iy, 59 far as they refer to his line of work, present or pros- 

it is the beginning of special investigation and the acquisi- spective, and should join in the discussions verbally or in 

tion of knowledge of the practical application of the fun- writing whenever he has information which is new of ith 

damental principles acquired in college. If a man is to portant. Such association results in new friends and ac- 
succeed in any branch of the profession he must keep quaintances, and such participation shows his interest in 
abreast of all new developments in that special field. He ang knowledge of the work and, when new work is pro- 

| must be a constant reader of all books and periodicals posed, his availability for such future work. Many suc- 

; that deal with the subject. He must (through active par- cessful engineers owe their prominence in no small degree 
ticipation in the work of technical societies) keep in touch 49 their association with, and participation in, these engi- 
with the men who are doing important work in engineer- neering societies. 
ing. In brief, he must continue to be a student for the 8. The young engineer should not take himself or 

remainder of his life. others too seriously; even if he has been near the head of 

3. The engineer’s employers will seldom ask him what his class, he will find that the application of principles in 
he likes to do for it is his business to like the duties as- practice is often a difficult matter, and requires study, 
signed to him. Interest in the job at hand will induce inquiry, and sound common sense. The older members of 
study and investigation as to how it can be best and most the profession, men of long experience and extensive prac- 

economically designed and completed. Only when the tice, should be recognized as human and fallible. Their 
engineer feels an interest in his work can he accomplish opinions should be taken subject always to careful con- 

the best results. (continued on page 30) 
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Hibernian, Humanitarian, Engineer... ef, 

Mr. Saint Pat ~—, 

Ay Nathan Ityhowity, '4f 

N APRIL 4, 5, and 6 of last year, 7,500 people vis- daunted the Engineers gave Saint Pat the homage he de- 
O ited and were amazed at the 40 industrial and 100 served. 

student exhibits of the Engineering Exposition. In The eggiferous shysters hibernated until 1925, when 
addition to the 7,500 admissions, another individual was they emerged from their hovels and once again the peas- 
Present .. . an omnipotent spirit whose presence was mani- antry of Madison witnessed a battle the yolks of which 
fested in many different ways. For while the 7,500 gaped, no chicken has ever seen. 

marveled, and reveled in the scientific media, our guardian In 1926, the rival factions kissed and made up, and the 
spirit, from his coveted perch in the celestial firmament, parades of ’27, ’28, and ’29 were unnotable affairs .. . the 
looked down at the proceedings with a benevolent smile parade was dropped in 1930 and the wearing of green 
creasing his bearded features; for at last the glory and tra- feathers was instituted instead. 
dition of Saint Patrick had reached the zenith of its The year 1933 marked the beginning of a new era in 
meteoric ascent. hostilities and once again the Engineers and lawyers came 

For verily, Saint Pat is the patron saint of the Engi- forth fighting . . . the trees in front of the Law building 
neers, and the Exposition was a shining beam illuminating budded prematurely with green bathroom stationery ... 
the history and the destiny of the great Engineer of all the respective strongholds were raided in midnight sorties, 
time. and then to climax the chain of events, the parade of ’38 

*Way back in days of yore (or gore, as the case may was tops for rampant rowdyism. Immediately the mer- 
be), an able man, Saint Pat, rose from among the com- chants of littered State Street set up a howl and finally 
mon people of Ireland and rid that beautiful isle of the the powers that be prohibited the use of odoriferous mis- 
ghastly curse of snakes and lawyers. The latter achieve- _ siles. 

ment alone marked Saint Pat as a great humanitarian, but 

he gave further evidence of his prowess by devising the “ ic oe ae i a we ee 
calculus (what kind it makes no differential), inventing | ye : é ¢ ‘Tol Rig pie He 40 ee Bs ae 

the monkey wrench, and surveying the Pearly Gates (’tis or ee ee i i Pe ye OE vy ue A 7 ‘ i Ce. ee rumored that he’s the only Engineer who got that close eet ————— Td prot sl Men Fy 

to heaven). For these oustanding and humanistic achieve- eee ON ee aay cae ; 
ments, the Engineers of former day decreed that fitting ee ee en bs f oe si “ae i. Saou 

celebrations should be held on Saint Patrick’s day of each Noa ‘ i iP re Ene aN ramet 2A) ry) 

year to pay homage to our adopted saint. a= p > WIEN » yee {) 6 iio o Lo 
The Engineers at the University of Wisconsin inaugu- 7 A Lieole. "Ye Ss ee * in 

rated the celebration of Saint Pat in 1912 with a fitting ¥ 4 oer q fey a Ss s- a =) 
celebration . . . it was a beautiful day and Saint Pat in all il oe ee pe oy. ¢ 3 7 

his glory paraded through the street preceded by a 40 Se os _~ : ry aah 
piece band and the ever-present snake ... the blarney gig oa o Lp i ‘ 

stone and famous monkey wrench completed the proces- 

sion. The parade of ’39 was a peaceful affair and as a result 
However, through the years, the Engineers’ parade be- it seemed that the tradition had come to a tragic end... 

came the target of the left wingers and fifth columnists but the spirit of Saint Pat could not be confined. It strug- 
of that day (and we do mean the barristers) and the gen-  gled and groaned and groped and finally burst forth in a 
tle and refined custom of daintily hurling eggs at the shower of splendor at the highly successful Engineering 
parade had its inception. Quoting from a scribe of that Exposition of 1940. 
day, “Leading were the street cleaners, busy with cart and And this year, ladies and gentlemen, as you witness the 
broom, solicitous and conscientious in the discharge of various exhibits, do you notice that spirit hovering o’er 
their duties.” you... guiding your footsteps and ours? You probably 

The 1923 parade was marked by a kidnapping, a libel can’t see him, but he’s there and he will always be there 
suit, and whole raft of editorials in the Cardinal, but un- ... that, ladies and gentlemen, is Mr. Saint Pat. 
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The College of Engineering 
and 

HE College of Engineering needs more room in gineering Building, Mechanical, Mining, Chemical, Elec- 

which to carry on its work. It is severely cramped trical, Civil, Hydraulics, and Transportation Buildings, 

in its present quarters, especially for laboratory and a materials testing lab, was planned. However, this 
space. When one looks into the history and growth of the plan has been abandoned in favor of a few large buildings 
Engineering College, he will see why the college is hard covering a smaller ground area. 

pressed to maintain its educational standards with the pres- The Mechanical Engineering Building was built in 1930 

ent facilities. at a cost of $527,000. The miners moved into the old 

The Engineering College was created in conjunction Forest Products Lab in 1932, leaving the older heating 

with the Agricultural College in 1868 when the State of station to Radio Station WHA. The School of Education 

Wisconsin accepted an endowment of 250,000 acres of has taken up much of the space in the old engineering 

land from the federal government. The Morrill Act of building, so it has been renamed Education and Engineer- 
1866 had provided for the establishment of a College of 18- 
Agricultural and Mechanic Arts by means of land grants. Although the Mechanical Engineering Building was 

In 1876 old Science Hall was built. When it burned Constructed for the mechanical engineers, it has become 

eight years later it was replaced by the present Science the main engineering building, and every engineer has at 
Hall with laboratories and machine shops at a cost of least one class in it. It has served to relieve some of the 

$400,000. In 1887 the engineering shops (now electrical congestion due to lack of classroom facilities, but it also 

engineering abl, a chemistey building’ (wow chemical houses the steam and gas lab, the foundry, the library, the 

engineering lab), and the old heating station (now radio machine shops, and several minor labs. 

hall) were constructed, and these together with rooms in Three of the largest and most umportant departments of 
Science Hall composed the Engineering College. the College of Engineering, the electrical, the chemical, 

The College of Engineerin reorganized in 1889 and the mechanical, whose work is essentially concerned 
° was reorganized in ‘ ‘ 

and separated from ke College of Agriculeare By 1892 with large laboratory requirements, are anchored to pres- 

173 students were enrolled, and in 1900 the old engineer- Sap eG Ea SSCS aby Eres Cisciiee Hee Bure 
ing building was built. The chemical engineers took over eneral engineering facilities. New building space for ALL 

£ a aa a THREE is necessary if we are to care for not only our 
the old chemistry building and shared it with the Medical 1” 5 ' ; 
School. ‘When-the: peesene headag station wav erected tn intrinsic needs, but also our present grievous handicaps in 

1908, the miners appropriated the old building for a labo- shedalieg Rent ee orem Deeaaie ‘Gh We fon 
raion distances traveled at intermissions. 
atory: . . The present Chemical Engineering Building with its 27,- 

After the World War it was planned to have an engi- 000 square feet is inadequate and not well suited for this 

neering campus on Camp Randall from Dayton Street to type of work. The enormous importance of chemical en- 
oon Lae = from neeeahen el fo Breese gineering not only in existing industries, but in finding 
errace. nine-building campus consisting of Main En- (concluded on page 28) 

ec = NM SAS. flO ae a a TM VW fl me ONS i 
fA AV ae \y 5; i> a LA AN | i / gl an or ‘ i i he KA 
wo ee EY ee Vil | A | 

| a | Yo GER NN Vi fw | i 5 - Re oe NS A ie a — 4 

ao aN ae la eee a Cou ue : f er NEE | a : 

oe i 1 . ere ae ee rd a | AT ah dll GU 
THT (ge te ee 

aS ee i tae G ts 2 Be. 4 

are Beek bi a o a. oun uo Fe Fe 

Se ema A MF meee, ES seccse, Se 
a ee a ee 

The Ancient Electrical Engineering Laboratory The Aged Chemical Engineering Building 
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The Electron Microscope 
A recent development of interest to everyone 

hy Howard 2. Heghar 
Research Assistant in Electrical Engineering . . . Past Editor, North Dakota State Engineer 

HE HUMAN eye, aided by the microscope, is en- length. In 1926 Heinrich Busch showed that electrostatic 

T abled to investigate, compare, and measure physical and electromagnetic fields could be formed which would 

detail of small dimensions. The biologist, the metal- focus the electrons as the glass lens does the light beam. 

lurgist, and the bacteriologist have depended on the meas- This was indeed an important discovery, for here was 

urements and information made possible by the use of the a means of constructing a “lens” that could be used in a 

optical lens. One of the greatest single contributions to vacuum and present no absorption difficulty such as a 

the field of microscopy is the physicist’s brain child, the glass lens does for ultra violet light. Eager to try this new 

electron microscope. Electrons, accelerated by potentials arrangement as a microscope, Knoll and Ruska undertook 

of from 30 to 100 kilovolts, speed down a highly evacu- the construction of the first electron microscope in Ger- 

ated chamber and are focused, deflected, and projected on many in 1931. Study by Dr. Ing. von Borries, Bruche and 

a photographic plate in a manner very similar to that in Johannson proceeded in Germany until 1937, when an- 

which light waves are used in an ordinary microscope. other electron microscope was built by Prof. L. C. Martin 

The first light microscope is credited to Galileo and had of the Imperial College in London. At about this time 
a magnification of three diameters, which was no mean Dr. V. K. Zworykin, director of electronic research at the 

achievement at the beginning of the 17th century. Leeuw- R.C.A. laboratories, started work on the problem, ap- 
enhoek followed this discovery by his development of the plying the theories of electron optics developed in con- 

compound microscope in the latter part of the same cen- nection with television studies. Designed by Dr. L. Mar- 
tury. Before considering the features of the electron micro- ton and built under the direction of Dr. V. K. Zworykin, 

scope we will examine the performance and limitations of a practical electron microscope, which does not require an 

the light microscope. By the “limit of resolution” of a electronics expert as an operator, has been built by R.C.A. 
microscope we mean the smallest distance between two 
lines that will allow the two lines to be shown as separate titcreon ty eLectRon scm sousce 

and distinct when magnified by the microscope. The theo- SOunce 20 SOURCE | 

retical limit of resolution has been shown to be roughly — conpenser MeN hh il 

one-half the wave length of the light wave employed. The “*" (a 1 aoa [JP | “SONS f 
range of visible light wave lengths being approximately opreerevE Wana aT [ h i it 

3900 to 4600 Angstroms, the light microscope cannot then sons i MAGALIE i ome ey) ve ‘ 

satisfactorily magnify objects smaller than 2000 Ang- | \ onsen Und /| \ 

stroms in length, about 1/120,000 inches. In an attempt —"rozection ey P| 4 / | \ 
to extend the range of the light microscope, ultra violet i— teemeorare L t i_\ 

light has been used, giving a limit of resolution not less jjogescenr CU (> provector L| l] meen!" *\ 
than about 1000 Angstroms. Going farther into the ultra —iowocmme_ 9 "RET / | \ / | \ 

violet range to obtain shorter wave lengths and conse- me er i | ‘ / ; 

quently a higher resolution, we are limited by the higher ! = : ssconn snce td onsewaronl_s_ 

absorption of the shorter waves in the glass lens. X rays i 4 memes | meres T 
had been considered for use in microscope because of their { 

short wave length but no means were available whereby . . 

they could be focused and projected as are light waves Diagtain of Electron. Microscope 

in the light microscope. In operation the electron microscope is much like the 

The physicists and engineers of England, France, Ger- ordinary light microscope. If we examine the schematic 

many, Canada, and the United States have contributed to diagrams of the electron microscope and the light micro- 

the development of the electron microscope. In 1924 the scope we find that each part of the light microscope has its 

French physicist Louis de Broglie stated that the behavior counterpart in the electronic instrument. In the light mi- 

of a stream of high speed electrons was such that the elec- croscope the light is emitted by the source, then passed 
trons possessed wave-like characteristics similar to hard X through the condenser lens, the objective lens, the pro- 

rays. The wave length was mathematically predicted as jective lens, and to the screen. The electrons in the elec- 

being inversely proportional to the velocity of the elec- tron microscope are emitted from the electron gun, passed 

tron, the higher speed electron having the shorter wave through the condenser coil, the objective coil, the projec- 
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tion coil and on to the screen or photographic plate. The 

electron source is a hot tungsten filament maintained at a —— 

high negative potential with respect to the anode which 7 4 

is directly below it and is grounded. The electron beam <—— —....... a 
receives its total initial acceleration in its travel from the i 4 | oy 

hot cathode to the anode and proceeds through a small Nea =o — @ 4 
hole in the anode to the condensing coil below. This elec- _ 7 = 

‘ : : = -  -.. tron beam is concentrated on the object by the magnetic a _ | — 

condenser lens. Some of the electrons of the beam are a ee: a ti 

scattered as they pass through the object, the amount of (dese 
z % % . oo . Ga Ee 

scattering being dependent on the thickness of the various io We we & g dep Ba 
parts of the specimen. It is by this scattering effect that oY @ oe 
the image is produced, the method differing from that of aes i 

the light microscope in which the variation in absorption i Bao, 
of light is used in producing the image. The electrons js PS oa 
passing through the object and an aperture in the mag- ee ay i 

. ae : lo ae a 
netic objective lens are focused by the latter into an image \* ; = " 

lee. 
of the object magnified approximately 100 times and lo- 1 @ oe 

cated just above the magnetic projector lens. Selecting a Fe © 7, 
5 f this j i : h : 1 oe Dae Seal 

portion of this intermediate image, the Projector lens a a o sy 

enlarges it about 250 times, yielding a final image pro- me s 
jected on a fluorescent screen or photographic plate with oo a oe f 
a total magnification of about 25,000. This image may be aay " 

photographically enlarged up to more than 100,000 diam- 
eters total magnification. The three lenses are axially sym- 
metric magnetic fields set up in the evacuated chamber by 

coils of wire enclosed in a soft iron shield so shaped as to : 

: concentrate the magnetic field on a short section of the : mo 
microscope axis. e 

Several difficult problems are encountered in the de- 
| sign and construction of an electron microscope. Because 
| variations in the speeds of the individual electrons cause 4 itl neue conrgery R.C.A. 

. . . : . : Seated at the microscope is James Hillier, who designed this instru- | , ? , | the equivalent of chromatic aberration in ordinary opti- trent under the supervision of Dr. V. K. Zworykin (standing), 
cal systems, the accelerating voltage must be kept nearly director of the R.C.A. Electronic Research Laboratories. 
constant. The voltage is usually kept within 0.01 per cent ‘ : 

8 yee ‘ P % mitted to the lock it is opened and the specimen is re- 
of a constant value, the newest R.C.A. microscope having ‘ 

4 ‘ ‘ . ¢ aa moved. In this manner the only chamber that must be regulating equipment that is credited with maintaining a . . . . 
voltage constant within: 0.002 per dete, A lade of svm- evacuated each time the specimen is changed is the small 

: : : .. air lock. 
metry in the electrostatic or magnetic field about the axis B Lass ji \ b h 

. ‘ s i aque to an electron beam the con- of the tube will cause a distortion comparable to spherical erate Erase Tt obedne SS : 
b ‘ Variation in th a b ventional glass slide mounting of specimens cannot be aberration. Variation in the magnetizing current must be : : kepe to -wety small values, about the game ordex as the used. The development of a suitable method of mounting 

Gicoge . _ : : was first undertaken by Dr. L. Marton at the University of variations in accelerating potential. Since electrons are ; 
scattered by any particles in the beam ‘path the’ gas: pr Brussels. In the present method the specimens are depos- 

e beam s pres- . : i : : 
sure must be te A ptessure of 105 Hillimmetene of ited on nitro-cellulose foils less than 10° centimeters thick, 

; Ss - , . 
. . . : . which are in turn supported on a wire mesh. 

cury or less is maintained in the microscope by vacuum In the b dl : . ined the ph 
| : : n ase of the microscope is contained the photo- pumps mounted in the base. Complete electrostatic and the base E a P* h 

electromagnetic shielding is necessary to eliminate un- aaa plate oa the peel . Th hote ot vd 
: : to the operator. e photographic 

wanted. electron beam deflections due to external disturb- One cme avanla € : P a P 8 P 
ances plate is arranged in an air lock similar to the specimen 

, chamber and several photographs may be made before the 
The object chamber is provided with an air lock so that jm is removed. If desired, the final image can be ob- 

| air is admitted to only a small chamber when a new speci- served on the fluorescent screen through vacuum tight 
men is inserted. The specimen mounting is connected toa windows in the side of the microscope. 

set of screws and gears by which the operator may move The satisfactory magnification obtained with the present 
it relative to the electron beam. In being withdrawn from electron microscopes is large but the designers believe fur- 

the evacuated chamber the specimen is moved to the air ther improvements are possible. Dr. Zworykin states that 

lock by means of the gears and then a gate between the a resolution capability of at least 20 times better than the 
air lock and the main chamber is closed. After air is ad- (continued on page 26) 
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Madison Industries in Defense 
Local Concerns Take Part in the Program 

Ay Bot Short, min'42 

LL OVER the United States, large plants covering ing defense orders. Also, large orders have been sent to 

A several acres of ground and small plants employing Europe. 

but a few men are straining under the demands of At least for the present, Gisholt is not making guns as 

national defense. Madison industries, too, are doing their it did during World War I. The plant is, however, on a 24- 

part in the preparedness drive. The activity is much more hour basis and employment has been practically doubled. 

widespread than during the World War I days. Workers at the plant are identified by means of badges 
In the years 1917 and 1918 there were only a few large and identification of all visitors is necessary. No photog- 

plants equipped to participate in the wartime work. The raphers are permitted in the building. 

effect of the 40-hour week has led to an increase in em- The Madison-Kipp Corporation has taken over the old 

ployment. Some of the skilled workmen, due to the short- Four Lakes Ordinance plant, where 5 inch naval guns were 

age of skilled labor, are permitted to work overtime but manufactured during the last war. This company has been 

the long working days of the last war period are not preva- on defense work for two years in ever increasing amounts. 

lent. Here again no guns are being manufactured at present. 

The largest of the Madison industries working on de- The defense work being done by the company consists in 

fense orders is the Gisholt Company. Mechanization of the manufacture of fuse parts, shell parts, and howitzer 

the army has created a large demand for machine tools, Ptts- Much of this work is done with special equipment 

such as balancing machines and lathes manufactured at and by special processes developed by the Kipp Corpora- 

the Gisholt plant. The lathes manufactured by the com- tion. Details of these processes are carefully guarded se- 

pany are of many varieties ranging from small machine ‘Tet: The lubrication department is busy working on 

shop lathes to the very large machines in which large artil- details for use in the machine tool industry. 

lery guns are turned. Although army orders for Gisholt Hospital equipment also plays an important part in the 
turret lathes have been large, they make up only a small Picture of national defense. The Scanlan-Morris Company 

portion of these machines which will be used in defense has provided dressing sterilizers, water sterilizers, instru- 

work. The largest percentage comes from companies hold- ™€t and utensil sterilizers, and operating and fracture 

tables for the army, navy, the Canadian government, and 
iii the Canadian and American Red Cross. The company 

oe Joe makes about twenty different kinds of general operating 

Gag eu and fracture tables. With the fracture table it is possible 

to x-ray the patient, set the bone, and apply the cast with- 

out moving the patient. Fifty of these tables have been 
ordered by the American Red Cross for foreign ship- 

ment. Sterilizing equipment for use in army camps and 

, on board naval vessels is being manufactured. Overtime 

| eT - work is necessary to complete such orders. Similar equip- 

il aa ment has been sold to the Canadian and American Red 
‘ mc | ‘ Cross for use in a hospital near London. 

ees i ot Another Madison industry doing defense work is the 

} : aa. - | Ls 4 Wisconsin Foundry and Machine Company. Most of the 

if, ret : i work done here is in the nature of sub-contracts for parts 
ae 2 j . . pe 

‘ Ht wp oN | to be used by larger industries. One of the orders is for 

a ‘J bs | + ee i vy parts to be used by the Highway Trailer Company in Ed- 

leean 7 Eat ey 3 4. Heke oes & gerton. Parts being finished for this company will go to 

a - | i: " a =e pat fea we aes make up digging equipment for the removal of bombs. 

aa - : X or a in Som =a x et : These machines, which will go to England, are the same 

wa Os me oN og = as those used in this country to dig post holes for tele- 
oe fo eee — = phone and electric lines. The army signal corps also uses 

Cy S s o j such equipment. 

— ~ — Machine work is being done on steel castings for the 

—Photo courtesy Scanlan-Morris Beardsley-Piper Company in Chicago to go into sand con- 
These sterilizers, shown under construction at the Scanlan-Morris ditioners. These sand conditioners will go to foundries 

Conipatiy,,are partiof ad eederiforthe Red Cross. g 
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all over the country to help speed up the defense program. fense program. Oil burners produced by this company 

At the Wisconsin Foundry and Machine Company large are being used to heat theater tents and barracks in many 

crushing plants are also turned out. These are of the of the army corps. Also, they are being used to heat 

Blake jaw crusher and the roll types. Such crushers are to water on many of the new naval vessels being built, and 

be used to crush stone for company streets in army camps, some burners are to be used in the kitchens. 

and in road improvement wherever troop movements may In some army camps entire heating units are placed on 

be necessary. All roller bearings are used in these crush- skids so that they may be moved from place to place de- 

ers, and all moving metal on metal parts are machined to pending on the needs of the camps. In this way one heat- 

get an even distribution of stresses during the crushing ing unit can be used to heat more than one tent or build- 

action. ing. 

Bench legs for the lathes produced at the Gisholt plant The Wisconsin Oil Burner company does not make the 
are also made here along with table bases for the Scanlan- whole heating unit but only the burner part. The remain- 

Morris operating tables. Other companies for which work der of the unit is manufactured by the L. J. Miller Com- 

is being done are the Jacobson Manufacturing Company, pany of Milwaukee. Due to the shortage of scrap caused 

Racine, Madison-Kipp, Productive Equipment Corpora- by the large amount of material being sent overseas, it is 

tion, Chicago, and many others. This plant also furnishes becoming more difficult to obtain aluminum used to cast 

all the mechanical supplies for the canning industry in the housings. Therefore, in the near future cast iron will re- 

this territory. The greatly increased activity has caused a place the aluminum castings now being used. Cast iron is 

20-25 per cent increase in employment. cheaper for one thing and is always easily obtainable. 

Gray iron is the only material used in the castings pro- Before the national defense program started, the com- 

duced at the plant but machine work is done on all types Pany never had more than 200 electric motors in stock 

of castings. Machine molding is used where it is possible. and more could be easily obtained within 15 to 30 days 

An air vibrator keeps the sand from sticking to these after placing the order. Now, Mr. Westmont, the presi- 
molds. dent of the company, finds it necessary to keep 1,000 

Perhaps the busiest industry for its size is the Madison Ne og 

Brass Works. Practically all of the work here is on sub- a i : a gn 

contracts. Copper and brass parts that make up the Scan- ae = i es ‘ 

lan-Morris sterilizers, and operating tables are cast here, ar EG tl ‘ 

also the nickel-silver castings required to resist the corro- | 00 sits ae re ona cages e 
| sive action of salt water used in sterilizers on naval vessels. 2 om i a ee ee a : 

Gears, mainplates, and gear housings for lathes produced a | 6 a 4 ail = | 

| at the Gisholt Company are made here. Besides these, if ot : | A = : oe 

there are bronze bearings for the gun carriages being Se tel « as che a 
manufactured by the Highway Trailer Company, and oil |ige= =)” figs eo ” wy | , 

burner parts which will be used in burners to heat army [Mf 7 : pen! a a 5 al : 
barracks. nee “ (i iM | ae, 124 

The working capacity of the plant has been increased jam . Py ee Ae 4 Bes 

about 50 per cent. The big problem is to get the equip- > y 7 | Oe > 9 

ment necessary and still keep up production until it is . “2 mi oo A “ pS 

installed. An additional problem is the scarcity of alumi- a4 ~~. Ce Po aa 

Another busy little industry is the Howard Welding During World War I the University’s machine shops were used 
and Machine Company. They have no direct defense by the United States Army in giving practical training to 

work but are doing sub-contract work on hospital tables, recruits, here working in the pattern shop. 

mounting assemblies, and sterilizer leg frames. This equip- motors in stock. Reorders on these motors must be made 

ment is to be delivered to the navy. Much machine work four months in advance of the time of delivery. This com- 
is being done on lathe parts, motor shafts, and dual trailer pany is the originator of the spinning flame. This spin- 

parts for army transport. Tool, die, and jig work is also ning flame is brought about by causing air for the com- 

being done for an Oshkosh firm making depth charges for bustion chamber to rotate as it leaves the blast tube, thus 

the navy. This company is doing all the welding engineer- giving the flame its appearance of spinning. Complete 

ing work for the government power station being erected combustion is accomplished by the spinning flame and 

at Genoa, Wis. more of the heated air is allowed to escape. As high as 

Additional planers, grinders, and lathes are now being 15 per cent carbon dioxide has been obtained in the flue 

installed. They have submitted bids for direct defense gases of a unit employing the spinning flame principle. 

work. The acceptance of these bids would necessitate C. A. Hooper and Company, heating engineers, are in- 

moving to a large building. stalling a central heating station at the army headquar- 

The orders of the Wisconsin Oil Burner Company have ters at Jeffersonville, Indiana. This camp is to be used 

been increased considerably because of the national de- as a Quartermaster’s Department materials depot. 
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VER fourteen hundred students in the College of trial exhibits. This work consisted of contacting students 
O Engineering are represented by the societies of their and industrial concerns to secure exhibits, and locating 

respective departments. These societies are national these in the most satisfactory manner for both exhibitors 
organizations of practicing engineers which maintain stu- and the public. 

dent branches on the campuses of the engineering colleges. Art Burns, from Kansas City, Missouri, graduated from 
For the chemical engineers there is the American Institute the University of Missouri in 1937 with a B.S. degree in 
of Chemical Engineers; for the electricals, the American education. After entering the University of Wisconsin as 
Institute of Electrical Engineers; for the civils, the Ameri- an engineering student he proved his ability again by at- 
can Society of Civil Engineers; for the miners, the Ameri- taining election to both Pi Tau Sigma and Tau Beta Pi 
can Society of Miners and Metallurgists; and for the me- honorary fraternities. Just recently he has taken up the 
chanicals, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers duties of instructor in mechanical engineering. 
and the Society of Automotive Engineers. Representatives Bill Zunke was the mechanicals’ candidate for St. Pat. 
from these organizations are elected to the Polygon Board After graduating from Washington Park High School in 
which is then the governing body for certain student ac- Racine, he worked four years for the Modine Manufactur- 
tivities of the college. ing Company. For the past year he has been assistant 

The Polygon Board plans the three-day exposition pre- engineer at the university pumping station. Bill is secre- 
sented by the Wisconsin engineering students, together tary of the student branch of the American Society of 
with the St. Pat’s dance for engineers on Friday night. Mechanical Engineers. 
This year’s Polygon Board delegated the duties of organi- Harold Peterson, a senior from Madison, and Henry 
zation to a general chairman and secretary, six assistant Schmalz, a junior from Wauwatosa, are both chemical 
general chairmen, and nine special chairmen. engineers. Harold is vice president of the student branch 

General chairman is Ray Erickson, president of the of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, and a 
Polygon Board. Ray is a senior chemical engineer from member of the all-engineering honorary fraternity, Tau 
Whitehall, Wisconsin. Last year Ray worked as secretary Beta Pi. Last year he was on the committee for industrial 
for the first engineering exposition. For his exhibits. Henry is a member of the Ameri- 
outstanding scholastic work he has been elect- i wal r “| can Institute of Chemical Engineers and this 
ed to Tau Beta Pi, Phi Lambda Upsilon, and Fa semester has been elected to the Polygon 
Phi Kappa Phi, honorary fraternities. This log Board. Careful records of this year’s work 
year he has been working on an apprentice- ae are being made to assist those who build en- 
ship awarded by the Wisconsin Alumni Re- P gineering expositions in future years. 
search Foundation. His proficiency also ex- aa ' “ George Schaack, a senior from Rib Lake, 

tends into the physical field, for he has been . “ Wisconsin, is assistant chairman in charge of 
a member of the Hoofers ski jumping team 4 ; organization. This department takes care of 
for three years. ‘ ie y housing and construction. George is vice 

Art Burns and Bill Zunke, both seniors | / president of the American Society of Me- 
in mechanical engineering, are co-chairmen i & chanical Engineers. Last year he worked 
in charge of exhibits. Assisting them are (| . & with the committee in charge of concessions. 
Henry Schmalz, in charge of student exhib- | Y To assist George are Joe Kelar to handle 
its, and Harold Peterson, in charge of indus- Ray Erickson construction, and Dan Klaus to take care of 

: _ — eS tl oy . Ye _ r “e | ‘oe 

4 >, . 7 tt 7- ff. fF, =. : @¢. = 

? “ Kar . . . Ui H fi 

Schaack Klaus Kelar Burns Peterson Schmalz 
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Zunke Fluck Bennett Hauver Lamb Hussa Giese 

housing. Joe is a sophomore from West Allis. Before is a senior electrical engineer from Madison. He is a mem- 

coming to school he was employed by the Cutler-Hammer ber of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and 

Company. Besides attending school he now works for the Kappa Eta Kappa, professional electrical engineering fra- 

electrical department of the university as a sub-station ternity. He has been active in the program of the Presby- 

operator. Dan Klaus, a senior from Milwaukee, has earned terian student center. Duties of the program committee 

| part of his way in school as an instructor in mechanical include arranging for tours, guides, demonstrations and 

engineering, coming here with experience obtained in in- all other special events. Lee Day assisted with this work 

| dustrial machine shops. He is a member of the Society until he graduated in February. 

of Automotive Engineers and Pi Mu Epsilon, honorary The publicity has been handled by Ben Bennett, a senior 

mathematics fraternity. Residing in the men’s dorms, he in electrical engineering. This included coverage of pub- 

was president of Tarrant House last lications, and posters for both exposi- 

semester and is now social chairman. tion and dance. Ben represents the 

The treasurer of Polygon and the 1941 Expo Committees American Institute of Electrical En. 

assistant chairman in charge of fi- gineers on the Polygon Board. He is 

nance for the exposition is a senior INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITS a member of Eta Kappa Nu, Alpha 

fraiieal . £ Ww Harold Peterson (Chairman) T. Si Pi Mu Epsil K 

mechanical engineer from Wauwa- James Coffin Lawrence Millonig ‘au Sigma, Pi Mu Epsilon, Kappa 

tosa, Dan Lamb. Dan is chairman of George Runstrom Joseph Ranftl Eta Kappa, and Chi Phi. During the 

he Soci fA ive Bnei Gordon Wibbert George Antlfinger t hi di £ the Wi 

the Society of Automotive Engineers, Tom Olson Charles Gould past year he was editor of the Wis- 

a member of the American Society of | Warren Beyer Robert Jubesms consin Engineer. His home is in Gary, 

% . : ames Rogers John Pritchard . 

Mechanical Engineers, and Pi Mu Ep- Janes Singer Edward Vetter Indiana. 

silon. a year he was in charge of STUDENT EXHIBITS Acting as secretary for the exposi- 

the exhibits shown by S.A.E. at the Henry Schmalz (Chairman)... Chemical tion organization is Paul Fluck, sen- 

exggpsisian. Leroy Kelling Elestrtegt_ ior civil from Algoma, Wisconsin. 
Owen Hussa is in charge of ticket Newell Dunn... Chemical Scholastically, Paul is one of the top- 

sales. The pre-door sale was con- Bed Tek jeer —— Gis ranking men in the engineering 

ducted by the engineering societies in John Riley ee Civil school. He has not only attained 

competition for the election of St. CONSTRUCTION COMMITTEE membership in Tau Beta Pi, but is 

Pat. Owen is a senior chemical engi- _Joe Kelar (Chairman) president of the local chapter as well. 

. . : Edwin Meier Harold Grittner Z 

neer from Bangor, Wisconsin. He is Carl Rowe Peter Valentyne This year he has been awarded a 

secretary and treasurer of the student Richard Burton Frank Durzo scholarship by the Wisconsin Alumni 

branch of the American Institute of HOUSING COMMITTEE Research Foundation. He is a mem- 

‘ ‘ Dan Klaus (Chairman) : : ie . ‘ 

Chemical Engineers, a member of the John Wilson ‘James Allman ber of Chi Epsilon, civil engineering 

Society of American Military Engi- Frank Roberts Newell Smith honorary fraternity, American So- 

neers, Tau Beta Pi, and Phi Lambda TICKET SALES COMMITTEE ciety of Civil Engineers, and Polygon 

Upsilon, honorary chemistry frater- Owen Hussa (Chairman) Board. 
: Foster Larson Fred Bartman 3 

nity. Glenn Finner Donald Jelinek Tony Choren and Bob Bennewitz, 

To acquaint the public with the ex- Richard Juergens February graduates in mechanical en- 

position, the department of public re- PROGRAM COMMITTEE gineering, comprised a planning com- 

lations was created with Walt Giese, Eevee en Sa mittee. This committee functioned 

a senior metallurgist from Milwau- Edwin Katz Carl Hessler earlier in the year in determining 

kee, at its head. Walt belongs to the Clyde Keiser Cee Williams somewhat the policies of this year’s 

Mining Club, the American Society Ed Brown Robert Wicen exposition. ee 

of Metallurgists, Pi Mu Epsilon, and Hjalmer Rindall The success of the exposition is due 

Sigma Nu. He plays in the university PUBLICITY COMMITIEE not only to the work of these chair- 
nnett 

band and has been on the Polygon Nathan Itckowitz net eun Boitiett men, but also to the work of about 

Board for a year. Arnold Barsanz Dor Ely | two hundred committee members and 
: il Desc! ale Froemming “1: 

Nelson Hauver, program chairman, — fyugh Faville Doug Bainbridge exhibitors. 
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* Program of Events * | 
| e 

EXHIBITION HOURS 
THURSDAY. Maren 27.0000... fetter ereeeees 7 100-10:00 P.M. 
FRIDAY, Marcu 28...... setiteeepteeeeeeeteeenesensesssesesesen 100-1000 P.M. = si ~ ATTY r 

OO 
———— 

SATURDAY, Marcu 29... wv esteeseeeeeeeeese +9200 A. M.-10:00 P.M. 

OPENING PROGRAM 
THURSDAY . ‘ cosets eeeetec ee eee ee eeeeteeeneeteeeereee 2 100 PL ML 

Selection by Radio Hall Firemen Band 
Remarks by General Chairman Ray Erickson 
Crowning of St. Pat by Dean F. Ellis Johnson 

Z| Opening Address by Governor Julius P. Heil 

RADIO BROADCASTS 4 | 5 c ZI WIBA : oo eoreeeeeeeeeteee eee THURSDAY, 4:30-5:00 P.M. GQ. | Comments of beard contest judges 
Introduction of Expo chairmen and remarks by general chairman CLASS ROO Description of work in progress on exhibits 

NORTH WIBA ase sranenstananconiuistenvenvuseeal RIDAY, OF00-5215 Bi Ni 
Roving interviews 

WHA ...FRipay, 1:00-1:30 p. Mm. and Saturpay, 11:15-11:45 4. M. Q Interviews and descriptions of exhibits 
Sy 

TOURS AND DEMONSTRATIONS 
The foundry will pour Thursday evening, Friday afternoon and Satur- |] day evening. Core and mold making will also be demonstrated. > In the machine shop laboratory machines such as the turret lathe and q automatic screw cutter will be in operation. 

LY Heat-power laboratory students will conduct tests on the engines and “5 A explain their operation. 
0 G4 [ a Arrangements have been made with the physics and chemistry depart- oR a6 . : : : 5 ments to inspect the high-voltage atom-smashing laboratory in Ster- y AS ek BALCONY ling Hall, and the ultra-centrifuge in the Chemistry Building on C (TITTITTITITHItiitiiilitiilt Saturday. 

LOBBY 94. Voice Mirror 
1. Revolving Magnetic Field, Surge 32. Barber-Colman Co. 

Generator, Original Edison Light 33. Refreshment Stand Plant 34. Wheelco Instrument Co. mor 2. Frying Eggs on Ice, Jacob’s Lad- 35. Four-Wheel Drive Auto Co. der, Electro-Magnetic Levitation, 36. E. I. Du Pont de Nemours Corp. wo (J X-Rays, Diathermy 37. Minneapolis-Honeywell Corp. oe Gh? ne 3. Twin Disc Clutch Co. HEATING LABORATORY wo ie 4. General Electric Co. ; oe AMOR A 38. Chemical Engineer in the Home 4 B 719 
5. Chain Belt Co. 5 AMD sma 0 & Kin ‘ 39. Electro-Plating EF SH / 

. Kissometer i 3S LEYS 
eran 40. Chemical Magic 7. Polaroid Corp. T 1 

a 
8. SKF Bearing Co. 41. Temperature Contro “2 <—SS 0 . 5 42. Products and Equipment MAIN FLOOR 
9. Keuffel and Esser Co. 43. Metall hs KD 10. The Bent of Tau Beta Pi » Metallography | Baa fA LOBBY 11. The Slide Rule 44. Cottrell Precipitator AN f 1d Bord Motor Go. 45. West Virginia Pulp & Paper Co. Zé 

WELDING LABORATORY STEAM AND GAS LAB EE 13, Carborundum Corp. 46. Model Dams and Drainage 14, Westinghouse Senictiies 
16. Waukesha Motors 47. Highway Exhibit UNIVERSITY AVENUE 17. Northwest Airlines 48. Activated Sludge Suspensions 18, Cutler-Hammer 49. Hydraulic Specimens 19. Midwest Iron Fireman Co. 50. Water Supply 
20: Monsanto Chemical Co. 31. Bulsometer j . For greatest convenience in viewing the Exposition 
21. Eastman Kodak Co. 52. Ericsson Hot Air Engine S " ee 22. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co. 53. Light Wave Yardstick exhibits, a tour route has been devised. The pictorial 23. Cleveland Steel Products Corp. 54. Smoke Meter views of the Mechanical Engineering Building above 24. Aluminum Company of America 55. Activities of S.A.E. show the route as arrowheads, indicating the three 25. Norris Industries 56. Surveying 4 26. Heil Co. 57. Nelson and Foster Insulation floor plans, the connecting stairways, and the depart- 27. Corning Glass Co. 58. International Nickel Co, ments into which the building has been divided. 28. Falk Corp. °9. Wisconsin Electric Power There are also several exhibits in the Mining Build- 29. Bucking Broncho Motor 60. Allis-Chalmers . . : . 
30. Research Products Corp. 61. Corliss Engine ing, located next to the Mechanical Engineering 31. Chrysler Corp. 62. Kimberly Clark Paper Mills Building.



Exhibit “ : MOVIES 

| Several hours of free movies, both in color and black and white, will be 

Lo = _! shown in the auditorium of the Mechanical Engineering Building. Some 
of the movies to be shown are listed below. For times see posted 

schedule. 

| 1. JUST AROUND THE CORNER—General Electric. The advan- 

tages and convenience of an all-electric kitchen, stressing simplicity 

LIBRARY and economy of operation. 

2. HIGHLIGHTS AND SHADOWS—Eastman Kodak Company. 

1 | | | 3. A NEW WORLD THROUGH CHEMISTRY — DuPont. Recent 

—/ (H marvels in chemistry, such as the development of nylon, neoprene, 

| U lucite, and synthetic dye-stuffs. 

del 9 4. STEEL... MAN’S SERVANT—United States Steel Corporation. 

A technicolor film, taken in U. S. S. plants, showing the manufac- 
—O f I 8 

ture and use of steel. 

/ 5. FREE MEN BUILD A NATION—National Association of Com- 

merce. The growth of a nation, showing the increase of taxes and 

their effect upon living. 

THAD FLOOR 6. THE MAGIC OF MODERN PLASTICS—Modern Plastics Maga- 
zine. A technicolor film on the manufacture and use of plastics. 

7. SYMPHONY IN F—Ford Motor Company. 

es FRIDAY-—NationaL Derense Day—Special R.O.T.C. Activities. 

SATURDAY—Hicu Scnoor Day-—High school students from all over 

| | @ | TS the state have been invited to attend the exposition. 

A ag IN HONOR OF. ST. PAT 

—— 6° ST. PAT’S BALL—Friday evening, 9 o’clock in Great Hall of the Union. 
SRL ; swedish. 

Cie? Music by Steve Swedish. 

JUDGING OF BEARD CONTEST—Expert judges are Jane Eriksen, 

/ | Q Barbara Morey, and Jean Grinde. Judging will take place Saturday 

yd evening at the exposition. 

SECOND (LOOP 
——————————— 

HEATING 63. Panama Canal Model 94. Voice Mirror 

(J.-L AB. 64, Evinrude Motors 95. Musical Light Beam; Talking 

Cs 65. Model Corliss Engine Arc Light 

a Wanner” Ly g 66. Walking Beam Engine 96. Poulsen Are Generator 

es g 67. Atmospheric Turbine Engine 97. Unidirectional Counter 

yg p> 68. Refrigerating Engine 98. Cathode Rays 

oO 99. Robot Machine Gunner 

tg 6H — BASEMENT 100. Strong Woman-Weak Man 

<vg | Oma 69. Liquid Light Beam fon he Wi ec a 
ZB AN . Magic Wire Burglar Alarm 

JP d 70. Structural Testing Lab Oh. Wace Diss G 

Se pe 71. Society of Military Engineers 102): Water Drop Geaeae 
CZ M +. DOCENY. i 103. Power and Lighting by Radio 

Tal 72. Signal Corps Unit 
: 7 104. Gyro-Wrestler 

73. Stroboscopic Light 5 105. Flow Light 
74. Refreshment Stand 106. Heating R 

68 ES 75. Appliance Testing Yeti, Beiatee 
a - App! 8 107. Radio Explained 

MACHINE SHOP 108. Teletype 
76. Liquid Air 109. Black Light 

77. Safety in the Home 110. Speech Reflector 
ed 78. Exposition Office 111. Activated Sludge Determinations 

——— 79. Winkley’s Planetarium 112. Amateur Radio Station 
80. Mechanical Milker 113. The Wisconsin Engineer 

81. Machine Shop Demonstration 114. University Co-op 
82. Snake Killer 115. Calibration Lab 

83. Tacoma Bridge Failure 116. Balcony 

When the tour of all the exhibits has been com- 84, Water Forge MINING AND METALLURGY 

pleted, visitors may return to the lobby to re-inspect 85. Floating on Air BUILDING 

ae : . 86. Model Trains / t 
some of the exhibits, attend special movies or lec- RCONT HEGOR 117. Limp Solids 

tures in the auditorium, or join one of the special TT : D : 8. acne Distillation, 
, = . Foundry Demonstration rystallization 

laboratory tours (listed in the PROGRAM OF 88. Stream-Line Flow 119. Mineral Distribution 
EVENTS on these pages). For information as to 89, Water Tunnel, Wind Tunnel 120. Flotation 

the location of exhibits and other matters pertaining 90. Mechanism Model 121. Fire Assaying Lab 

he E os inf ion booth will b 2 91. Aircraft Models 122. Metallography 

to the: Exposition; an intormation, 20m WHE De MAM 92. Industrial Microscopy 123. Electric Furnace Demonstration 
tained in the lobby of the building. 93. Polarized Light 124. Rock Drilling
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Pol Exhibi Heat Engines Strong Women, Weak Man 
olygon Exhibits This exhibit is an historical action display ‘This isn’t the first time the weaker sex has $$$ of the Walking Beam, Corliss Steam, Atmos- been miscalculated. If you “he men” think 

vheric Turbine, Richard’s, and Refrigerating you are veritable power houses, then bring 
i I 1 I bi Li ; fi ‘ 1 sh 1 . 
Engines. A model Corliss will be operated in your girl friend around and she will prove AMERICAN SOCIETY OF conjunction with the full-sized engine. that you have been only kidding yourself all MECHANICAL ENGINEERS Polarized Ligh these years. Who knows, maybe the women 
olarize ight should be drafted instead of the men. At any 

Stroboscopic Light This apparatus will clearly show the use fates you ican’ cheat the “Powermeter.” Ex- Rampaging machines are browght toa of polarized light in the latest practice of hibitor: Frep Barrman. 
AUNPABINE FOACMACs. are ; ‘ stress analysis. Some interesting patterns arc Htonslioyt wath this othe fk the proba: in store for you. Original Edison Light Plant 

scope. In this manner the reactions ef hig an aneed wake: peabekilly: cdcternsine st “one Shades of electricity’s infancy are resurrected speed are peacefully determined. (Justo! __ Shades of 
hint—please don't try to touch those things in this equipment of yesteryear. Among met- : ' i itch 1 oth tiquated 1 that appear to be standing still—vou may end ers, switches, and other antiquated contro! 
up with only 9% fingers.) Exhibitor: Grorct ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS equipment shown is the only known remain- 
IT. Vou. . . ing Edison _ Dynamo of the fifteen which 

Talking Arc Light were used in the original demonstration of . = arenes aH ree > Floating on Air And now they tell us that even an are can Fer eet Netiae x Mails Batts alle le ee ee lat- old generator has a istoric past, having IF you don’t believe that four ping pong fat Dak. wher it gets excited. By modulat been built carly in 1880, used at Menlo Park, Ll . aie aivel des ing an electric arc with an audio amplifier, a ‘ . balls will hang in mid-air by themselves, ro- ; peur the Edison Lamp Works in Harrison, N. J., 4 ar enrol 2 hroush ase sound is made to develop through variations ‘ : a tate about in a circle, and pass through a ser- - a . ie and later placed on display in the 1893 Chi- sos of ith thi -| 1 of the arc’s and surrounding air temperatures. as ise a ies of hoops without anything touching them, Heating: characteristics: résultedi “he alveanee cago World's Fair. Exhibitor: Leroy Kru.- see this. Exhibitor: Mauricr, ZUCKERSTEIN. : aracterist alters ie 
sound waves. Exhibitors: Brrr Zarky, Vic- ° 

s ‘ror W. Ricnarps, Light Wave Yardstick Poulsen Arc Generator 
With this beam unit, it is possible to meas- Teletype Machine This generator is of a design similar to those ure sodium light wave deflection by means of By means of a standard A.‘T. & T. teletype- formerly used in old fashioned spark radio lens refraction. Newton can. stick with his writer, you will be able to send messages from transmitters. Now it is applied to the induc- 

corpuscular theory of light, but we'll vouch one part of the building to another by merely tion heating of metals for welding. Exhibitor: for ours. Exhibitor: Ciirvorp Reuscutrin. typing them out on the control board. Your Wii Tice. 
. % message is transmitted to the receiving type- . 

Liquid Air writer by wires where a duplicate copy is Electrostatic Water Drop 
Things are pretty cold at —340° Fahrenheit. automatically fred. rhe copying we the Generator se. a fe Hall Wests (Ae Welicike aw a clav: sisting of punched out letters, is yours for the . a . Wish, Sie cada Ceca ee asking. Exhibitor: Joun Pury. Finely divided droplets of water will pass te | ae ‘id ee oe ene ‘a ap ie) GA . through screens and mysteriously build up al- tie squid’ qi igselt dacs (a “bangeup job: in : : ternate charges on the series. After a short boiling on ie The pagina, poe and Magic Wire Burglar Alarm pétiod of time; the charge becomes’ so. great 

thy! camimercial ‘apn nal. Balthier: toa Beware! Everytime you get near this watch- that the droplets are repulsed and thrown out will ae be demonstrated. Exhibitor: Hya.- dog he will begin to yelp. Of course, there is to the side. Exhibitor: Roserr KuENNINc. 
MAR RINDALL. light differe in that this instrument a shight difference na 1 in 

makes use of a body capacitance effect and Unidii 2 . : y 5 : nidirectional Counter Mechanism Model rings a bell instead of barking. Nevertheless, ae i . . 
j it is still a practical device and can be applied This rather complicated mechanism is no Here's your chance for an honest to good- to guarding safes, windows, cash registers, more or less than an artificial brain. If you 

ness headache. Simply drop around and. try and most anything you might desire. Exhibi- walk past it in one direction, it will take no- to keep track of all these many ways of trans- tor: FE. Curts Lrrsciter. tice of you. However, when you go by in the lating motion. Exhibitor: Waren Mryer. other direction, it pays no heed. The whole 
< secret lies in the use of twin light beams and 

Water Forge Robot Mechine Gunner viet photoelectric cells. Exhibitor: Jack Perrer- 
You won't get killed, but this littke man MAN. 

It is indeed a unique process that will per- will do his darndest. ‘The robot will automa- 
mit a metal to be brought to forging tempera- tically follow you around with a machine gun 
tures in a tank of water, Following this and fire everytime it gets you in its line of Cathode Rays 
comes the working of the metal, and when sight. Control is accomplished with vacuum You have heard a great deal about the os- this is complete, the metal is quenched in the tubes, photoelectric cells, and magnetic con- cilloscope, but perhaps you still do not under- same water it originally came from. You fig- tactors. Exhibitor: Cursrer EF. Luxas. stand the principles that underlie it. This ure it out. Exhibitor: Maurice. ZUCKERSTEIN. specially constructed cathode ray tube clearly 

Kissometer illustrates the bending of the rays when sub- 
ie ii ii . ae jected to either a magnetic or electrostatic field. Ericsson Hot Air Engine To you, dear friends, a permeability analy- Exhibitor: Wis Tice. 

In this exhibit, the operation and _practica- ser; more specifically, an osculatory meter. 

brought forth, Evhibuon Evearsr Pr ber, thought about det core Fale seinem: Flowlight brought forth. Exhibitor: Everrrr P. Bar- cht a a yours. “ . . Low. intensity of your kiss is measured on a me- A weird glow of light to four fect in length 
tered scale so that you may discover your true concealed 9 the ae derree by simply turn- + aps, : potency. We wish to ask exceptional couples ing a knol ? Incredible, but there is even more. 

Liquid Light Beam to “take it easy” in order that the circuit Control is established by a radio oscillator 
Forever changing color, this fountain: bears breaker’s life may be extended. Exhibitor: that operates on a frequency of 7,175,000 cy- wing ites forth with a radiance all its own. Grorce PLorrz. cles. Exhibitor: New. Rrrzow. 
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“What's in a Name?” +. When he wrote al § In a Name! 

The Bard of Avon was right about ample. Fine!—except they dial alike! 
the rose—its name is unimportant. For the first two letters of each ap- 
But if he’d had anything to do with _ pear in the same finger spaces on the 
naming telephone exchanges, he’d dial. 
have learned a lot! Often hundreds of namesare listed, 

Names must be easy to pronounce _ studied, discarded before one is 
and transmit—must notlookorsound found that meets all requirements. 
like other exchange names—must not Such care in every phase of Bell 
use the same dial finger spaces. System work helps to make your 

Take MUIR and OTIS, for ex- telephone service the world’s finest. 

GR 
Gy tt NS Why not telephone home often? Long Distance rates to most EM sc fe 

points are lowest any night after 7 P. M. and all day Sunday. \\ 4a, L 
OF A 
Qos LY 

2 a SS Se TS SSS 
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High Voltage Surge Generator Model Dams and Drainage Mineral Distribution 
Power sufficient to disintegrate a wire with Structures _ What is your country worth? In this exhi- 

the booming report of a cannon is produced These models consist of both working and bit, the production values and location of 
in this apparatus. Condensers are first charged ey eb tone, cawature dene are coal, gas, metallic, and non-metallic substances 
in parallel and then connected in series to. pro- pictonal exmbits: Lhe’ minature cams ate in the United States will be cleverly illustrated 

3 working models that have been tested for 5 : : 
duce a voltage approximately ten times that hei hydra lic haracletistes and Bloven Gab on four maps. Charts concerning mineral pro- 
of the original. In industry, this method of her Dee ie Sonata’ CEB OSS ANE PEOVER (SH duction in both the United States and abroad 

in a 2 isfactory. Exhibitor: Joun Rivey. 
developing exceptionally high voltages is fre- . along with our imports and exports of these 
quently used in the test’ng of insulating mate- : 5 materials will also accompany the above dis- 
Hale. Evhibitors: Rowe, KvtXS1No. Hydraulic Specimen play. Exhibitor: Jenone E. Baino, 

Ried Various types of pipe and pipe failures will 
Radio Explaine be on display along with plaster of Paris mod- 

Have: eu pr considered what gocs on as cl structures that are used in correcting soil AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF 

the radio wave from the station goes through crosion. This field of erosion is rapidly be- CHEMICAL ENGINEERS 
your receiver? Signals from WIBA. will be coming a_ serious problem warranting more 
picked up with a standard broadcast receiver and more attention with the coming of cach Chemical Magic 

and, on the sereen of a cathode ray oscillo- year. Exhibitor: CHantes N. Beit, JR. The ostentatiously efferves hrases of graph, you will see the signal ns it woes from nee Setontly corresent phan: 
ane tube to the other through the receiver, Pulsometer toward 4 sclenHAé (2) teste on water, Wel- 
Exhibitor: Rowery KUENNING. ‘Something different in the line of pumps.’ come, friends! Exhibitor: Putzir 1. Jonson. 

This instrument utilizes steam flowing through 
Gyro Wrestler a jet to pump water. Exhibitor: Cuartes N, Cotrell Precipitator 

The gyro wrestler with a new twist takes Bruix, Jr. Fortunately, we don’t live in famous Pitts- 
on all comers. Pit your suength against the . burgh, but there is the answer io .ts smok- 

mechanical marvel and sce if you can. twist Structural Testing Lab ing problem, By ineing ofa propel’system of 
him at will, ExAibitor: Leroy Kettixc, How strong is concrete? How tough is electrification, smoke can be precipitated be- 
P dt Tiehiing b Radi steel? At what point will a brick crush? What fore it leaves the chimney. In this manner, 
ower an ighting by Kad1o is light weight concrete? The civils, operating the smoke hazards of present day large cities 

By means of a radio wansmitter and a small a typical testing laboratory, will be glad to may be pract’cally null'fied. ExArbitor: Nuw- 
receiving antenna, power is sent through the explain and demonstrate the answers to these ELL C, Dunn, 

air without the use of regular transmission seemingly perplexing questions. Exhibitor: 
lines. Will this be the method of lighting Geratp Finrax. Water Softener 
homes in the future? ExAbitor: Corwty Han- . js Water may be soft when it comes to walk- 
nON. Highway Exhibit ing on it, but chemical engincers can make it 

. If you get a kick out of watching that softer. Capable Chems will clucidate, with 
Hearing Range attain shovel You, pass: oni the way. to! work, visual aids, on the operation of the houschold 

‘The frequency of the output signal of an then you will appreciate these models and Zeolite water softener. Exhibitor: Kexxeru b. 
audio oscillator is varied over the complete pictures of machines used in highway con- Scuurz. 
range of sounds. By operating this. instru- struction, Exhibitor: Joun Rivey. « % 
ment, it is possible for you to determine how tinsel Mscroneopy sy ity esl 
high 2 iow low you ca ear. Exhibitor: t becomes readily apparent with this exhi- 
eae eae mak sata Stas Rea, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF sic that the microscope is daily becoming more 

MINING ENGINEERS vital to industry. Textiles, furs, wood sections, 

Revolving Magnetic Field ane the like gptcine a vastly seat form 
* * : when projected on the screen with immense 

A wire squirrel cage, a tin can, stecl balls, Assaying magnification, Samples of the latest develop: 
al coins spam saround apparently, sof cher The assayer must decide whether a rock is ments in scientifically produced fabrics will 
own accord an this precesot apparatuss In re- economical to mine or not. To do this by also be on demonstration. Exhibitor: Axnowv ality, the remarkable properties of induction five: viiethiod vequires’ the: fasion if the rack. i DRKGARE. 
Matar deter are Dealt (orth dav ain aver This will be demonstrated along with cupell- 
spiring manner. Exhibitor: Waro.p FE. May. ing operations at high temperatures. Wet Limp Solids 

chemical analysis is used for a more detailed Would you believe that a starch solution in 

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF study, Exhibitor: Roperr Bema. a mortar could be solid under certain condi- 
CIVIL ENGINEERS FI 3 tions? It can, and this exhibit will prove it. 

otation Exhibitor: Micuart, DuN¥orp. 
This installation is typical of those used in 

Water Supply a plant for the first step in mineral recovery. Temperature Control 
Soap and linen savings are here related to The plant contains all the units to be used in Tathe bieat weatnienit.af the steals-that itake 

scientific water softening methods. Various future developments and is limited only in up the world in which we of today live, it is 
means of water treatment will be described. capacity. When such processes have been per- necessary to have temperature control reduced 
Exhibitor: Cuarirs N. Beta, Jr. fected in the pilot plant, the actual mill is 10 @ SCIENCE BE itssowa: “Thiscautomatic cone 

: : erected. Exhibitor: Wi.iam Gover, troller demonstrates how a picce of stecl can 
Activated Sludge Suspensions cae be maintained at any desired degree of tem- 

This exhibit will show a method for the Rock Drilling perature in an electric furnace. Exhibitor 
rapid determination of suspended solids in ac- A. large boulder has been imported from Kennern E. Scuurrz. 
tivated sludge by means of the centrifuge. the shores of Lake Mendota for this exhibit. : 
The Gooch and ordinary filter paper methods Regulation drill rigs will be used to make typi- Electroplating 
will also be explained in detail by having ex- cal shoot holes in the rock, and the blasting ‘This exhibit consists of a stationary bath 
hibitors carry out the processes. A micro- procedure which follows will be described by and tumbling barrel in which plating opera- 
scope will be available to show the action of the exhibitors. It just goes to show that noth- tions are carried out. Small objects such as 
the micro-organisms of the sludge particles. ing is too tough for the engineer. Exhibitors: keys and coins will be plated for the public. 
Exhibitor: Rowerr C. Hocensen. Roperr A, Scrrorper, Roperr G. Henpy. Exhibitor: GRANVILLE ZIMMER. 

Surveying Metallography The Chem Engineer in the Home 
For those sophisticated people, they call this The process of bringing out the grain struc- Watch out, housewife! The chem engineer 

subject more generally Topographical Engi- ture in a metal is rather complicated. Students challenges you to your position in the home. 
necring. All types of surveying instruments will ga through the entire processes of grind- Such problems as difficult spot removal, the 
will be on hand, and will be presented in an ing, polishing, etching, micro - examination, cleaning of silverware, the cleansing of alumi- 
atmosphere similar to that of the civils’ sum and photo copying. It is amazing to see that num, and other similar everyday problems 
mer camp at Devil's Lake. Students will be metals perfectly polished to the naked eye are ~ will be attacked by the chem student as a 
present to offer information concerning the anything but smooth when “blown up” to challenge to the old methods. It just goes to 

use of their equipment. Exhibitor: Rowerr 200 or so diameters of magnification. Exhibi- prove that engineers get a broader training 

JOINER. tor: Miron A, Sever. than you think. Exhibitor: J. Cuartes Gouin. 
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: SY) Yi, af A. Nobody ever really liked to shift gears! For years “ -. f/ = motorists have preferred cars that would operate ‘ Ni CL Some drivers have in “high” as much as possible. Yet in ordinary 
YW S ee oA. co te shift gears cars, there are dozens of occasions in starting 
iF) yey g and stopping where it is necessary to shift gears 

Pe F constantly! because the car cannot negotiate the situation in 
high. Only Fluid Drive as Chrysler has it, solves 
that problem. It lets you stay in high! 

— 
i Itisn’t only the work of shifting gears that bothers 4 a y 8 8 SS people! It’s the racing engine, the thumps, the 
Pigs Je s dri h grinding, the whole atmosphere of fuss and effort. usa g ome erivers have And that holds true with gears that are shifted 

fan aK a dd their gears shifted for you as well as the gears you shift yourself! 
feet ef iN, } mechanically! But Chrysler says “Why shift gears? ... just stay ee Lea Y in high for all normal driving!” You can do Waar 4 that in a Chrysler... thanks to Fluid Drive and 

Pe” V Chrysler’s high proportion of power to weight! 
LO 

With the high reserve horsepower of the Spitfire 
} engine, Chrysler’s Fluid Drive enables the car to 

AD negotiate situations in high that ordinarily neces- A But only Chrysler  cicite shifting gears. Chrysler’s Vacamatic trans- 
* "a drivers can do all mission will shift gears for you if you wish it to, 

S. their normal driv- but it doesn’t shift unless you desire it, and with 
ill . . . high ‘ Chrysler’s Fluid Drive, itis possible to drive most 4 ee Ge Ing in igh geart of the time in high. The difference is important 

; ... thrilling... delightful. Try it! plc *Tune in on Major Bowes, Columbia Network, Every Thursday, 4 ee ee ~ 9 to 10 P. M., Eastern Standard Time. 

: wee Flui d D riving ee — °C. a Se Sa ee ma ae’ 

oor Chrysler: wey ro, ll és - 2. |. in @ wing is the y (tc 

| Chryslex’s Fluid Drivvancement Gan emia y ; F  snost talked ap ewsout oer oe So (ae : 7 in MOTOR MET you More Oe Gate a ee ay | : se 3 E ions will tell ¥ hear. Tal [a : | i ie 
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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TRIANGLE FRATERNITY ETA KAPPA NU 

AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERS The Panama Canal Appliance Text 

5.A.E. Activities Present day defense interest in the United Deal crpilncescnt watiGee Bora % 
sees ee States centers on that vital zone of the Ameri- peGthical Ap phanees} Ob Vanictesisronm “soup 
Kor air minded individuals, there will be cas famed as being the Panama Caial: In to nuts” get a real working over in these 

numerous model planes and motors on dis- recognition of this fact, a scale model of this demonstration tests. The performance char- 

play along with both wind and water tun- @iire’ section of ‘caunery Hag been’ developed acteristics are determined with the procedure 
nels A smoke meter, tein ihe, analysis ot The! exhibigwhiely is Sx byceieheen feeedn ase ne nlversity af Msconsin Electrical 
on anetn engine Eas, wa l a a be . mare diiensiong, includes ‘everything Erony operac: Sanders s Laboratory. Exhibitor: Dante. R. 

ai oe tie ack oe cok dhte on nizati th ing locks and boats to the finest details of the fico 
ill cover the activities of this organizatio surrounding terrain. By ¢ ine this thi 

| : sing se fae . s ig terrain, By examining this thin zal Jl soe asa meeting place for all mem isthmus spanning streak of water, the advisa- DORM RADIO CLUB 
EE SAMOS bility of a “’T'wo Ocean Navy” becomes read- 

ily apparent. Exhibitors: James G. SMITH, Amateur Radio Station 
E hibi Harotp G. Honner. Ever standing ready to sacrifice himself in 

O h 
emergencies, the “Ham” has become the un- 

ther Exnibits ALPHA CHI SIGMA sung hers nf devmerian: fsodl aint. boeslean 
x Bata 2 disasters. A 150 watt amateur station utiliz- 

KAPPA ETA KAPPA E ractional Distillation / ing both voice and telegraphic transmission 
This exhibit will include many of the vari- will be on working display with an addition- 

XR ous types of fractional distillation equipment al attraction of the semi-automatic high speed 
dys : an , used in an organic chemistry research labora- sending key. This same station has contacted 

With up to the minute practice, it is possi- tory. These fractionaling columns are utilized points over the entire country from its regu- 
ble to make use of X-Rays in the examina- to separate substances that are too intimate for lar location in Ochsner House, Adams Hall. 
tion of foods for foreign substances, spoilage, simple separation, Exhibitor: ENocu Jornson. Exhibitor: Axrnur C. Lytie, W9WEO. 
and damage by frost. Defects in the structur- . 
al members of small aluminum models. will Growing Crystals INDIVIDUAL 
also be demonstrated. Exhibitor: Joun Moses. Crystals, the freaks of nature, will grow be- 

fore your very eyes. They will be projected B A 
Eggs Fried Over Ice on a screen microscopically so that their for- La king Broncho Motor , 

The GANGS? COINS ANPOURK: SVIULE wroHlier mation can be casily noticed. Exhibitor: _ Here dsione; thing youdehnitely’ won't ‘he- 
The engineer comes through with another Exocnt Jounson. lieve unless you're an electrical. In normal 

surprise for the a Throw that pas operation, this motor first runs in one direc- 
of electric range out and try using a cake ol ILON tion for awhile, and then, just to be indiffer- 
ice for your summer cooking. One catch CHI EPS . . ent about the whole thing, decides to run the 
stands in the way to your success. You sce, Tacoma Bridge Failure other way. On the other hand, you will be 
you have to have an alternating current clec- “Galloping Gertie,” the “gal” who was re- able to tame it to run in one direction by 
tromagnet which will sct up eddy currents in sponsible for the Tacoma bridge disaster, will loading the motor with your own weight. Ex- 
an aluminum frying pan, thus forming the be simulated as best possible by means of an hibitor: Doxavy C. PERoUTKY. 
necessary heat, Exhibitor: Joux Moses. electric fan, Small models will thus be set in 

. motion to illustrate the vibration effects, and Snake Killer 
Black Light i i i iti ints. Exhi Lg pictures will clarify additional points. Exhi- With apologies to Rube Goldberg, we pre- 

This isn’t the type of light London uses in bitor: Joun MantHEY. sent this most horrible assortment of gingles 
its “blackouts,” but at leat many weird cf and gadgets. There are wee rumors circulat- 
fects can be procured from it. Odd applica- MILITARY SCIENCE ing to the effect that the contraption was im- 
tions for ultra-violet light in window and : : ported from across the lake. 
theate®’ disphive will Ke stiown alongs ‘with Signal Corps Unit ; / 4 . 
various luminous effects obtained through its pave youseyet wondered pow jntanety di- Pictorial Representation of Sound 
excitation of fluorescent paint. Exhibitor: visions keep in contact with each other in ‘ye: heard -y as 8h 5 
RGRERE DL Minin ! times of war when telephone lines cease to You've heard your ow ny yore for most of 

_ . operate? Equipment furnished by the Divi- your life, but you ie ‘ had much oppor- 

. . ~ _ . tunity to see it. The oscillograph in this ex- sion Signal Company will serve to demon- : 8 5 
Diatherny strate actual practice a5 it exists today. Er- hibit affords: you justisuch'a chancevalong wath 

Fevers are now developed in the human pibiton: Josera Por, the viewing of sounds issuing from all sorts 
body for combating colds by subjection to high of musical contrivances. The distinctive over- 
frequency radiations. This diathermic effect Military Display tones of each instrument serve as a means of 
will be demonstrated by really making “hot Up to the minute defense developments will casy identification when they are transformed 
dogs” hot. Exhibitor: Rowrry D. MiLurr. be included in this exhibit. Aerial photo- into pictures. Exhibitor: James E. ANCELL. 

graph maps will be on demonstration along a a ’ ie , Jacob’s Ladder with model military bridges, bomb. shelters, Voice Mirror 
This ladder consists of two nearly vertical gas masks, anti-motorized defense, and_ the Speak and ye shall hear. ‘This clever little 

diverging electrodes. An applied voltage causes complete field equipment of today’s soldier. gadget records speech for fifty seconds and 
an are which rises to the top of the ladder Exhibitor: CLARENCE ZARN. then automatically plays it tae The seetee 
due to the heat developed. At the top, the arc to its success lies in a thin steel tape that is 
breaks and starts its tip over again from the SANITARY LABORATORY affected magnetically. Exhibitor: James Cat- 

ye . BIAS . sage HOUN. bottom. Exhibitor: Joun E1stxc. Activated Sludge Determinations 

: sage, he present ti best sewage plant i 
Electro-Magnetic Levitation At the present time, the bes Be lve The Slide Rule operation test would take a good five days. “ial . eg 

Have you ever scen a large aluminum pan However, with the aid of this oxidation- Materia : several slipsticks 
park in mid-air by itself? ‘The levitator con- reduction potential recorder, it is possible to Presentation: cight minute discourse plus 
sists of a laminated core so wound as to pro- determine the effectiveness of the plant in a Object: amazement and amusement 
duce a powerful magnetic ficld upon which matter of minutes. Result: amazement and amusement 
the pan will float at a height of about six in- Exhibitor: FLORIAN YANIKOSKI. 
ches. Exhibitor: Jous Mosts. AG ENGINEERS . 

. . Musical Light Beam 
TAU BETA PI Mechanical Milker Do you believe that sound can be carried in 

Wisconsin, the Dairyland of the Nation, light without making any noise? Seeing is be- 
The B h Engi : presents the latest methods employed in the lieving, but here is a rough idea of the prin- 

e Branches of ngmeering milking industry. The Agricultural Engineers ciples involved. By means of a neon light 
The national engineering honorary frater- won't be able to keep a real cow going steady excited by an audio amplifier, musical notes 

nity presents miniature scenes depicting the throughout the expo, so they have decided to will be transmitted by light waves to a photo- 
y PEG: SEET eune 8 DOs $0: Eney | I 

various branches of engineering. How many use a reasonable facsimile thereof. The im- cell. Here, the emanations are converted back 
of these branches can you recognize as the portant thing is that it gives off milk steadily to audible frequencies where they are ampli- 
scenes rotate into view behind the fraternity’s without getting the least bit discouraged. Ex- fied to the strength of the original notes. Ex- 
largest key? Exhibitor: Freep Wrsnern. hibitor: AMos EINERSON. hibitors: Berr Zarky, Vicror W. Ricuarp. 
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Allis-Chalmers Company Corning Glass Works Four-W heel Drive Corporation 

Allis-Chalmers) Manufacturing Company. is Corning Glass Works, the world’s largest Here it is at last, a toboggan that will 
displaying turbine blades of various types and manufacturer of technical glass, is displaying a turn around when it gets to the bottom of the 
other industrial machinery. portion of the various types. of chemical sand hill and take you right back up to the top 

aurea pewate hcl Ff produces. eye again without slowing down. This motorized 
Glass, a trade-mark applied to various low b repelled. by ef f le : . > et Oo s toboggan is propelled by means of an end 

Aluminum Company of America expansion, borosilicate glasses, is displayed in less’ bele-whichs tuns down, thevcenter and it 
‘The entire story of aluminum, from mine the form of flameware and tea pots as well as is said to be capable of 40 m.p.h. It is now 

snished procliet,. is } v thi insulators and industrial products. in use as an amusement device at winter re- to finished product, is told in detail by this ic and ie belne, coneilered sas a posible 
exhibit. The methods of mining and the ex- See agin: SORSIEEESE (AS “8 BORE 
traction of the metal, all the processes through Cutler-Hammer Corporation EE Weer en 
which it passes, right up to the point where 
it takes shape as tubes, sheets, and other prod- The operating and protective features of the * 
ucts, are strikingly illustrated. Cutler-Hammer Multi-breaker are demonstrat Heil Company 

ei vith a actual unit in cross-secti . Re, - . ed with an actual it in cross-section Other The Heil products company of Milwaukee 
. equipment on display include the latest de- we displaying ite ewes! Model Bil burners, 

Barber-Colman Company signs of motor control, service control, multi- Ss Crspiaying us ae 
a . . breakers, and safety switches. 
The Barcol Radio Control is a new and reli- . 

able remote control device for opening doors General Electric Company 
and gates, and for controlling lights. A unit Eastman Kodak Company 
designed for the car has a control button The Madison representative of the GE Com- 

8 * . . «: 1 . 
mounted on the dash, and with it you can A short and extremely interesting movic, pany will have on display new products re- 
unlock and open the door, and turn on the entitled “Highlights and Shadows,” will pic- cently developed for industry such as the new 1 ighlig | ! y 1 y 
lights without even stopping the car. Because ture the manufacture of the cameras, lenses, TRI-CLAD motor, cut-away gear motor, clap- 
of frequency tuning, cach car can operate only and other photographic supplies furn'shed by per operated magnetic control, the new hook- 
the door to which it is tuned. this company. In addition, there will be a on Volt-Ammeter, laboratory model Tesla 

series of forty photographs to illustrate high coil equipment, and a photoelectric relay dem- 
B Inst « Divias f speed photography, night photography, and onstrating kit. 

vOnne ns rumen 1V1S10N O. the use of infra-red light for illumination. The lip division in Chee WAH shew 

Minneapolis-Honeywell the numerous colors and the details of start- 
Company E. 1. DuPont ing and operating control of the new and 

deN eC I glamorous fluorescent tubes known as MAZ- 

Highly technical in nature, and of consid- CSPEMVOUTS Ou AMCs DA F lamps. Also shown will be the un- 
erable interest to the graduating engineer who Kiverything from dynamite to the cloth for couny way in which a photo-clectric eye can 
will soon employ these instruments. in his nes ERE apammite £6, CEL Con, turn on the artificial lighting in a school room 

2 ch age dresses is manufactured by this large chemical as daylight fails, 
daily work, is the exhibit of this company. ie ee wees as dayhght fails. dea we earonee teat products company, and much of it will be on 
eae “Corn mnperacae vo eral wie to 9 cag display at their exhibit. Especially emphasized 

meters for temperature control up to 2, : Z aie : ° will be the recently developed Nylon products, I, recording meters, and other temperature " Y Cove OF oe eas International Nickel Co., Inc. res ee made from cloth woven with plastic thread, control instruments. : sedinie vemarkablecsuensth 4 see ae and possessing remarkable strength and sheer yi FAKE of GANGS he RRIBIE shows 
RESH three typical steps in the production of nickel. 

Carborundum Company These are: nickel ore, nickel-copper matte, and 
< \ . Evinrude Motors Company the final product, electrolytic cathode nickel 

A large stecl and glass display case form having a purity of 99.95 per cent, which is 

ths Aeon a i on ee this ee wall This exhibit portrays the latest development the commercial form usually used for alloy- 
TRH otes cincive ee hee Ae ae in two-stroke engine development as applied ing purposes. 
Sate tee ene ni on ie the to outboard motor units. The cxhibit includes 
eSposiions heen ittael be; clondied 30: Se section drawings, mounted parts, and com- 
Jniversity. plete motors from the assembly line. Keuffel and Esser Company 

" The Royal Blue Print Company will send a Chain Belt Compan ; 8 ‘ pany Falk Corporation representative to display, demonstrate, and ex- 
Hhis a wide wane Boer 4g : . 5 plain the uses of the engincering instruments 
This company SEIVGS a wide range of an The Falk controlled torque display consists in this exhibit. Slide rules, SER SINw em “ ‘ i 7 . " ) s sg s,s g instru dustrics and some of the applications of its of acsolenoid brake: avcontrolled torquescoup? : yang 

sroducts will be illustrated by colored. pic- eas meee 1 IE ments, drawing instruments, ctc., will be ex- produc il be illustratec EOIOrE pie ling, and a Falk triple reduction motoreducer hibited tures, and chain belt samples. This exhibit combined with a 1 h.p. motor. As the motor 
also includes a anal ag anil a mance is running, the brake is applied to the <driv- 
conveying cans and bottles on the new Rex ing shaft. The coupling absorbs the resultant Ki i Table Top Che i ius are i autor: aul imberly Clark Corporation Fable Top Chain Belt. Both of these mach- shock. The peak shock load is limited which y P 
ines will be operating. on an industrial application would break some . . 

a A display of various colored papers, house 
part of the machine. g es : Z 

. and industrial insulation, and illustrated steps 
Chrysler Corporation in the process of manufacturing pulp and 

/ Ford Motor Company Paper. 
Smooth operation requires smooth, well 

polished surfaces on moving parts. This ex- A study in contrast is to be found in the . 
hibit is devoted entirely to the display, dem- Ford Motors exhibit, which consists of a 1941 The Milwaukee Road 
onstration, and explanation of the Chrysler and a 1906 model car. Here you can see at a 
super-finish, a finish so fine that the usual glance the tremendous progress which has The Milwaukee Road will have a locomo- 
break-in) period for new car motors is no been made in this important branch of engi- tive on display. It is located outside of the 
longer necessary. neering. Mining Building. 
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Midwest Iron Fireman Company Research Products Corporation Wheelco Instrument Company 
This exhibit shows modern automatic coal An actual nine-cell air filter bank will be Here is an exhibit of some interesting spe- 

burning equipment, incorporating the latest shown with a description of method for com- cial applications of electricity for control. Out x equi F \ P Pi : 
developments in stoker design. Cutaway dis- puting size requirements for given air flows standing feature of the display is the applica- 
plays show latest forms of feed worms trans- and capacitics. There will be samples of var- tion of the electric eye for flame control in 
mission burner retorts, automatic air control, ious types of Research air filters as used in large industrial heating units. 
and stoker controls, including the “Hold Fire” home heating installations, commercial ven- 
control. There will also be a model demon- tilating installations, and air conditioning in- Westinghouse Electric and 
strating controlled furnace drafts. stallations and units. ‘ | Manufacturing Company 

. . Magic is made casy by the use of the “Stro- Monsanto Chemical Company SKF Bearing Company boglow,” a new and. strange light source 
The Monsanto Chemical Company exhibit An exhibit composed of samples of various Ses Ce ee, Mater: apnear Jo) ran ‘bac 

outlines the production of phosphorus. ‘The types of ball bearings will be displayed. eee Sarthe a Lene Bis 
mining of the raw phosphates is explained, oe jes of a hile > fat a ae 

and the reducing of these phosphates to the Tree iN ee i ne ern free ‘phosphorus in huge électrie furnaces is Texas Gulf Sulphur Company rotate backwards. It shows moving objects 
outlined. This company's daily production of This exhibit contains samples and_ photo- ping i) sores of Bana thins ee 
almost two tank-car loads makes it the first graphs illustrating the manufacture and use of play will be the “Million Dollar Watchman, in’ the field sulphur. a little bi-metallic device used in) many in- 

dustrial applications for automatic control. 

Nelson and Foster, Inc. Toridheet Division of Cleveland West Virginia Pump and Paper 
A. liaptay BE: A Baws FOURS, aby of Steel Products Corporation Company 

which are already being used extensively in The A-B Company, local distributor of ‘Tor- We all have our own tastes, but this exhibit 
industry. Glass yarn, cloth, tape and insula- idheet equipment, will exhibit a Wall Flame will help you test’ your. taste sensitivity by 
tion, because of its chemical and physical sta- oil burner, pressure burner, water heater, and chemical taste-papers representing sweetness, bility, are rapidly finding new fields and uses aie SanUliSAeP., “THES RBCNIAGS H¥Scdll ‘based sourness, bitterness, and saltiness. An experi- 
in industry. s _. ment demonstrating absorption and desorption ) on the design of the famous Ropeller con- I ! be CES: AEDOUS NPL is also featured, struction. 

orris Industrie “i; Norris Industries William K. Walthers, Inc. 
A model house with a cutaway: section of Twin Disc Clutch Company An operating model railroad to show. the wall to show the methods of installing miner- A better understanding of workings of larse latest ideas in hobbies. Every piece of cquip- 

al insulation, z : : : . : ment is built topscale from actual railway industrial engines will be yours after viewing a . : ; 7 Fie ebishet bec drawings. Latest display of miniature loco- 
N h Ai Li the cutaway working models exhibitec Mere: motives and interurban cars, suburban) cars, orthwest Airlines The models include a power take-off for use and a demonstration of operating signals,” 

Information and pictures on aviation in the in connection with large engines, and clutches block control, and automatic switching. 
midwest will be displayed by Northwest Air- and gear units for many types of work and . 

lines. engines. Also included is a model of a marinc Wisconsin Electric Power 
reverse and reduction unit. Company 

Polaroid Corporation The power of 200,000 horsepowers is rep- _— a Waukesha Motor Company resented by this model of the Port Washing- 
Two discs of Polaroid Film, each over two dent) Kodachn de I ton turbine and its auxiliary equipment. It is feet in diameter, are used to demonstrate the A continuous Kod jachrome movie film is the a to-scale replica of part of this noted power 

principles underlying light polarization. These substance of this exhibit, and bears. the im- station that has established and retained a 
principles are applied to sun-glasses, anti-glare pressive title “Combustion in Hesselman Spark world's record of efficiency during the past 
illumination, interference color displays, and Ignition Injection Oil Engine.” The colors are five years, 
three dimensional pictures. Especially empha- true reproductions of the combustion phenom- 
sized is the use of Polaroid in detecting stress enon as observed through quartz windows. U; of Ww. Co-op 
and strain in plastic models of engineering The time for one complete showing is about Forty engineering handbooks will be dis- 
parts. seven minutes. played. 
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MICROSCOPE ... (continued from page 11) have been unable to overcome. At the present time these 

theoretical limit of the ordinary microscope has been at- defects are the subjects of active research. 

tained. The University of Toronto microscope produced No discussion of this microscope is complete without a 

a magnification at the screen of 12,700 times and the pho- brief mention of the variety of materials and substances 

tograph was satisfactorily enlarged to 180,000 diameters. that have been magnified and photographed. Cultures of 
The finest detail obtained was about 60 Angstrom units. bacteria, virus filtrates, colloidal suspensions, dusts or 

Dr. Zworykin has predicted that objects 10 Angstroms in smokes, crystal structure of thin foils, and electron emit- 

length may ultimately be photographed. There are yet ting oxide coated surfaces, are some of the items that 

certain defects of the electron lenses that the scientists have been successfully photographed. 
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| PRINCIPLE OF PLACING THE FLAME IN DIRECT CONTACT WITH THE HEATING SURFACES WORKS 

| 6 uxe MAGIC 1 
| y OIL BURNERS.,.OIL BURNER BOILERS... AIR CONDITIONING FURNACES 

| = = AUTOMATIC OIL BURNING WATER HEATERS 

| 

| TORIDHEET 
AUTOMATIC OIL HEAT AND AIR, ‘CONDITIONING 

Does not employ the trick of MAGIC, but is based on SOUND ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE .. . Call us for a demon- 

| stration of this remarkable way of burning oil... . “THE SAVING WILL BE CONSIDERABLE” 

| 
| 806 SOUTH PARK = Gifford 3810 
| STREET MADISON, WIS. 
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now give you ELECTRIC DRIVE 
The Dynamatic Electric Transmission gives you an rods—only three small wires to the engine. Energizing 
electric drive with 97% efficiency ... an infinite range force is provided by the starting battery. 
of speeds... either forward or reyerse...from a The Waukesha-Hesselman Marine Oil Engine... 

crawl to full speed—by a single lever. with its easy starting, low pressures, positively-timed 
It has no friction clutches, bands or shoes to wear; electric ignition ...in combination with this Dyna- 

no adjustments or take-ups are required. It is a true matic Transmission exclusively Waukesha, gives you 
cushion drive, smooth as an electric motor, with no a marine power plant that insures not only the utmost 
mechanical connections between engine and pro- maneuverability but shock-proof smoothness. Since 
peller. Torsional vibrations from propeller shaft never this most modern oil engine burns safe, low-cost, 
reach the engine, nor do engine vibrations affect the easy-to-get diesel fuels, you get the greatest over-all 
propeller shaft. economy. 

Control stations...either single or multiple... DECK HOUSE CONTROL FOR f 
require no mechanical linkages—no pins, levers or DYNAMATIC ELECTRIC TRANSMISSION (FI 

Marine Engine Division WAUKESHA MOTOR COMPANY p 
1942 KELLY BLVD., WAUKESHA, WISCONSIN ¢ NEW YORK, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES Jd 
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| See our display at the ’41 Exposition | 

featuring 

DRAWING SUPPLIES 6 
for Engineers 

Slide Rules 

Drawing Sets One big reason why machine 
Transits tool builders and other manu- 
Drafting Machines facturers of power driven ma- 
Tracing Paper chinery choose Twin Disc 
Drawing Papers standard clutch units is be- 
Graph Sheets cause they know that every 
Hand Levels clutch will be the twin of its 
French Curves predecessor . . . that all parts 

. . are interchangeable without 
Students are welcome to inspect our modern filing or fitting . . . that these 

reproduction and blue print department. . . 
factory-built parts are imme- 

a diately available in 28 key 
Royal Blueprin t Co. cities throughout the country. 

627 State St., Madison, Wis. Fairchild 428 Add to this, 23 years of spe- 
ee ————————— cialized experience in building 

clutches whose performance [ 

meets specifications with a \{ 

wide margin of safety and WN 
BE SURE AND SEE! you will realize why Twin Ff ee ~ 

Disc Clutches are standard i wm By 

The Famous with so many nationally- A tee y yf aoe 
known machinery manufac. Uj ‘4 i 

IRON FIREMAN STOKER ae vr 
Anove, Ricut: Power Take-off ae I 

fe Ruicut: Marine Reverse and Reduc- e . o 
tion Gear an BUY a BN DON'T Briow, Ricnt: Hydraulic Torque (Nm 

Beg a Converter | 
NOW! ~ WAIT! Betow: Machine Tool Clutch \ OC Cag Brtow, Lert: Model E Heavy Duty Bom: 

NS pueition i Fie 

y fe K e iy ON 
SAVE ON LOW SPRING PRICES VA J in cay ie VE VA iy 0 easy i if 

/ ag” f { ite: Wi No Down Payment (é) ; iF i 
No Carry Charge - No Interest , y a. x U 

No Payment Until Oct. 1st eee’ ABN 

. . twilfl(ise Midwest Iron Fireman Co. So 
REG, U.S. PAT. OFF. 

440 W. Gorham Badger 941 
TWIN DISC CLUTCH CO. © 1325 RACINE ST. © RACINE, WIS. 
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“aN . BUILDINGS ... (continued from page 9) 

4\\\, * new uses for raw materials and in the development of new 

wr aie sy >. industries, is recognized throughout the country. Our en- 

gS SS Ciie.J ay "1 rollment is growing rapidly and we need at least double 

ua A AAS ! ae the present floor space. 
= y ~ Ni ee The Electrical Engineering Building was never intended 

— . / es Ne . for such use. It constitutes a dangerous fire hazard not 

= qf aS a only to the valuable equipment it houses, but to the lives 
——s= ——- | . y : t of all who use the building. For lab purposes in this 

a 1 << . | al Or = building, electrical engineering uses 25,000 square feet, 

——— S 2% Po. yl and practically all of the class work in this department is 

AN og | ee iii given in other buildings because of lack of space. 
Sg ast — 1 ‘. Pa 

Pa — The department of mechanics is now confined to 21,000 

ne ee es ae a square feet in the old engineering building. Since modern 

r - @ = _-sconstruction and design requires the testing of materials 

aA Ah $ cy | (24 -— — and of new forms, more than double existing floor space 

a. is is needed. Some of the best known researches of our En- 

7 ‘e Se! ee q a gineering College have been carried out in the department 

i" .. |. of mechanics. For example, that on the “Fatigue of Met- 
os - i : sls” has been published in foreign languages and circu- 

{ Kg i} nie ferences . ‘ ss 4 lated throughout the world. This research was carried out 

" {Vf eV a \ \ = under such facilities that we were able to devote but 160 

q iI eo — square feet to it; the University of Illinois has for similar 

= l ii ginall yl} ae . S purposes a whole floor of 9,350 square feet. 

= Na Ns ee ai The Engineering College must expand to take care of 

i Ck, alte its overcrowded facilities and to uphold its high educa- 

oe rH PTI f _—tional standards. It is an absolute necessity that this space 
Lae 2 be provided if the State of Wisconsin is to continue to be 

INN vA Lhe served in the future by high grade engineers. 

With several [ OE 

models specially adapted | 

for yachting service — and with the exceptionally wide | I | ANDBOOKS 
| 

selection of standard models — yachtsmen find “all the | 

answers” in the Evinrude line. Lightest, most compact | 

motors for shortest dinghies and smallest sail craft. FOR ENGINEERS 

Special reduction gear models for auxiliary service on 

heavier hulls. Special long-shaft models, and special 

brackets for mounting on high transoms. A choice of . 

four superb 4-cylinder models for larger tenders and See Our Display 

highest speeds . . . including the sensational Zephyr 

... light as a “twin”... smooth as an “eight”. h 

Write For Free Catalog — and special folder [}-== at the 

on “Reduction Gear Motors”. Also for catalog [EVINRUDE | 
of Elto motors, priced as low as $26.50, F.0. B. fg Beep | 
Factory. Address EVINRUDE MOTORS a a | EXPOSITION 
4735 N. 27th Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. —~s 

Evinrude Motors of Canada, Peterboro, Canada eareae f dd | 

/ tif . 0) x | 

yf Hi aoe 7 h < $s Ejeet - The I Jniversity 
Yiu. (4 /Gul Ze oem el ve | eet in. | 
a 8 O-op 

ee Pi 2 sae <2 
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| Welcome to SM 5 re Left—Gear for re- 
A pee tractable landing 

| THE EXPOSITION | Kae gear efficientiy 

2» ae & > milled on No. 12 
| WHILE ATTENDING THE EXPOSITION, 7 oe . ‘ rein Milling Ma- 
| STOP IN AND TRY OUR | |. Ab , , 
| VARIETY OF FOOD ; Lot Wi i 

COTTAGE CAFE | [aD MeN | Sis. ee YT . 

917 University Ave. 1319 University Ave. | | ea 

| Right—Accurately 7m | 
- ; sizing base of cyl- we =-_™ = ice 

—Eee———————————— inder on No. 20 | gage ug Me 
/ Plain Grinding | a ‘Waies bs 

Publishers of Machine. lL 7% nih ne 

Planographed Textbooks | OL 

Complete EFFICIENT AIRCRAFT PARTS PRODUCTION 

Letter Shop Services WITH MODERN BROWN & SHARPE MACHINES 
BS - 

l ° C Use B & S equipment to ob- 
Col ege Ty ping O. write for Catalog. tain the greatest return in 

Provides mvs, productivity and accuracy. 
720 STATE STREET | 

Next to the Lower Campus B R (0) W | & i H A rq P E 

| Engineer, Will You Be a Success? | | 
| ° | 

| STE. youswant to: know whether-yow are destined to: be | 
a success or not, you can easily find out. The test is | 
simple, infallible. ARE YOU ABLE TO SAVE | 
MONEY? If not, d . You will lose. Y | 
chink ion busiyou will lesa aura adifate, tor whasseed “Spun Glass” 
of success is not in you.” | 

—JAMES J. HILL, | | | 
“The great railroad builder” | J N S U L A sy I N G W O oO L 

e | | | 
| 

AL MICKELSON | | a 
| tepresenting NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO. The insulation chosen by many 

|__| engineers for industrial use be- | 

| | cause of its superior qualities, 

Looking Forward now has as great an acceptance 

to MILITARY BALL... | among these same technical men 

You'll need a CORSAGE for their own homes... 

and she'll prefer it | | 

from | 
| \ 1¢ | | NELSON & FOSTER 
| 

RENTSCHLER S | | Insulation Engineers 

® Place your ORDER NOW! || || MADISON, WISCONSIN GIFFORD 787 | 

_ _ LE __ | 
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CONDUCT... (continued from page 7) | project on which he is engaged. He should do his work 

sideration, and should not be accepted without careful as if it were his own and as if his own funds were in- 
thought as to their application to the problems at hand. volved. The personal point of view should always be the 
The young engineer should not be a “yes” man; he should basis on which the engineer’s work is done. “Will it be 
agree only when, after careful study, he can conscientious- safe and economically sound?” “Would I do this work at 
ly adopt, as his own, the opinions expressed by others. all, and if so would I do it this way if it were mine?” These 

9. Some older engineers depend too much upon past questions should always be in the mind of the engineer in 

experience and attempt to solve, too quickly, new prob- charge of any project. It is not always practicable for the 
lems on the basis of such experience, and without careful engineer, if in a subordinate position, to influence a design 
consideration and study. Every problem is a new problem so that it will accord with his ideas of economic and sound 

involving some new conditions, and hence requiring care- Practice but his study of the fundamental principles and 

ful investigation and thorough study. Any engineer who their applicability is essential to his future success. 

will not give a new problem due consideration and study 12. A pleasing personality is of the highest importance. 
should be retired and thus give the man who will do so an Cultivate, so far as possible, optimistic tendencies; look at 
opportunity. the pleasant and attractive side of life; cultivate a friendly 

10. If possible, every engineer should visit the plants on attitude toward those whom you meet, and meet them 
which he has assisted in the design and construction after with a smile. They will respond, generally, in a similar 

it has been in operation for a few years. Preferably, he manner. This will smooth the way for the adjustment of 
should visit them without the announcement of his con- differences in opinion and the reconciliation of misunder- 
nection with their origin; and he should inquire of the standings. 

operators as to any faults or troubles in stability, safety, 13. Consideration for, and a real interest in, others is 
and operation. If the engineer appears as a stranger, he is the foundation of a fine personality, and when accom- 
likely to obtain information which may improve his fu- panied by ability is the surest way to success. In some 

ture designs, although it may not always add to his self- cases the rough character, heedless of the feelings or the 
esteem. Many engineers, for lack of contact with the work rights of others, may succeed by sheer ability and in spite 

they have already done, continue for years making the of not on account of—his unfortunate personality. 
same mistakes in design. . . . 

11. The young engineer should do his work as if he 14. The young engineer searching for a job should 
were personally responsible for the success of the entire seek employment under men of recognized standing and 

ability and of high ideals. Association with men of low 
[ — IL ethical standards is sure to affect, seriously, the mental 
| Stop in and see the attitude of the young man who is likely to assume such 

standards are common to the profession. It is much bet- 
| Latest Styles nm... ter to serve with a man of fine reputation and fine charac- 

ter even at a financial sacrifice. 

Spring Men’s Wear 15. Truthfulness and dependability are the fundamen- 
tal basis of all proper conduct. The engineering student 

se ate. should agree to accept a position only after he has fully 
| 9 made up his mind to carry out his agreement. His failure 
BENZMILLER Ss INC. to do so on account of a later offer of a higher salary is 

unethical and therefore a very unsatisfactory way to begin 
MEN’S WEAR work in the profession. 

308 STATE ST. “Ted Woerpel, Manager FAIRCHILD 7827 | ISce. “Indispensable Principles,” an address by Raymond Moley, delivered 
~ — —- —— September 17, 1940, at the Union League Club of Chicago. 

SLIDE RULES IT PAYS 
$1.50 to $12.75 TO LOOK WELL 

| prompt, efficient service 
| SLIDE RULE CARRIERS... 35c 

| at 

| STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE ‘ 
inne The Union Barber Shop 

| 712 STATE STREET IN THE MEMORIAL UNION 
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Ask for w | ls 

The concensus of opinion seems to be that foot powder KENNEDY. a TLR A) 

is no good for shaking in the boots. Some of the boys in AK Gry XS a 

Speech 7 tried it and report that the shaking continued MANSFIELD : J Cs 0 

as before. Pure e VV WA “a 
e + Ol O\ dae 4 

Dairy: Gis 
If we planted light bulbs, would the fruit be currents? ary a ae ie 
What would the Products Care 

RES % 
speed of lightning a YY yyy e vo 

be if it didn’t have MMMM served a a or Ay 
to zig-zag? Z EN) = VY S leading restaurants 

Is there any Yi [ (O | 5 WY ooo 

correlation ° 1'* GZ ———_—_—_ SSS 
between the ele. GY A 4 y ; ee —_ 

tricity in milady’s Yh V Only Pettiness and Poverty 
hair and these & ie yy 

lampshade hats? j Sel should keep you from the 

Pardon me, Mrs. - g’ 

Astor, but that never would have happened if you hadn't St. Pat Ss D a nce 
stepped between me and the cuspidor. 

e fat . . 

The Chinese cook was walking through the woods one Rafting... Winnowing « « iangey Woogey 
day when he heard a branch snap behind him. Turning Music by STEVE SWEDISH 

he saw a huge grizzly bear smelling of his tracks. “You 

likee my tracks?” he exclaimed, “Velly good, I make some FRIDAY, MARCH 28... UNION Informal 

more!” a — 

eee e—ESE—Owm = —= 

BRO WN’ § — @——_Drisconsin’s largest college book store 

F in P | Leather C ountain Fens eather Cases 
@ ’ @ With and without zipper fasteners. 
Wasp Clipper @ Multiple or single pocket styles. 

Vacuum-fil pens ® With and without handles. 

(Made in the Sheaffer factory) e ape of genuine long-wearing cow- 

One-stroke vacuum-fil. 1S: § 
Oversize platinum finished points. @ Free! Your name in 14 kt. Gold. 

Free! Your name in 14 kt. Gold. Were $2.75 NOW $1.98 to $3.98 

Were $5.00 NOW $ 2.25 a to $6.95 

Where the B R W N 9 Ss The store 

most students where your 

buy the dollar goes 

most books B O O K S H O P farthest 

STATE AT LAKE STREET 
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a. r—E | 19 Al Mi li B iI —r—“a_T——SsS— a) D/'/_''' 7 mi 

_ »\. 2 Ne aa Internationally Famous Band from Empire Room 

Nl ESSE t—t—te neat = 4 

aN ES | | 

CO Iyeca | 9.41... Formal Oho 

© esa ioe unueu wie = << 
eT eT rrrr—E 

| Woven, fished and coated to protect | KARSTENS 
| against wear and moishire.torecisicecich «= Cs‘ 
ee | oN caprToL SQUARE 22 NORTH CARROLL 
- ag cae en inking, and to prev a ent trans (2 kt a a _— at the edges, the Lufin “Metallic’ is com | é 
po ASTOR FREE COMPLETE CATALOG = The Newest and Smartest in 

NEW YORK . | THE /JUFAIN fPRULE (0, srstien Factory ’ PE aL erg a ronan MEN’S APPAREL 
TAPES — RULES — PRECISION TOOLS 

1 —-——- 

° 

CHL ... to the Engineering College, 

Faculty, and Students on the 

] RINTING, like engineering, must combine the splendid Engineering Exposi- 

best in design, craftsmanship and accuracy if . . d 

it is to meet the needs of our present changing tion now in progress oes an 

conditions. . 
bespeak for it a pronounced 

We expect the engincers to do their job. May we 

hope you will let us do our job on your printing. success from every viewpoint. 

We invite all visitors to the Expositon to inspect our 

| new quarters at 823 Universtry AVENUE. 

C Publishing C a 
|THIS MAGAZINE IS A PRODUCT OF OUR PLANT] 
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Recordi h-making achi in chemical engineeri ecording an epoch-making achievement in chemical engineering 
__EE eee 

January 21st, 1941, will remain an historic date A quarter century of effort in developing uses and 

on the calendar of chemical engineering progress. applications for DOWMETAL* (Dow’s name for 

its Magnesium Alloys )—creating demand that has 

mt es at.Ereeport, Tes as had permitted a progesssive lowering of price—has 

ae au ad eens ‘was cate fone Al e lrst made magnesium metal indispensable to American 

PEO al es 9 Se eo nekarwa af de Ae Come industry. Now demand is suddenly increased enor- 

mercial quantities from the waters of the sea. mously. For magnesium is essential to airplane 

Metal from sea water—magnesium—lightest of construction; vital to national defense. 

all structural metals in common use. The successful production of this all-important 

‘ 7 : ses > m m m: — in- 

This achievement is the fruition of Dow’s 25 years vecal fromsea, water arks'an epoch the begin 
. ; ning of a new era in the production of metals. 

of experience in the continuous development of 

magnesium metal production. For at Midland, THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY 

back in 1915, Dow began extracting magnesium Branch Sal MIDLAND, MIGHIGAN p 

from Michigan brine by its own processes. varteh Sales Offices: New More Oy hee 
*Trade Mark Reg. U. 8. Pat. Off. 

TRADE c MARK: 

MAGNESIUM auioys 
LIGHTEST OF ALL STRUCTURAL METALS
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seeps in through a break in the w aterproot (lead 
& sheath) covering. la . = ‘ on ‘ Nes, Oxides are lead sheath’s Enemy No. 1. They are 

- INe n born when the cable is being made; te., when the \ wie | Na . ress is being charged. The lead is. the = AEA lead press is being charged. ‘Vhe lead is then 
 Y is Sy molten and has its greatest affinity for oxygen. Sealy , ! & 8 ; ? . ie General Flectrie engineers have solved this f \ 

: ree ” 3) problem with the new “nozzle-swirl process. [In 
ON charging the lead press, any oxides present are 

\Y z collected, swirled to the center of the molten lead, Z J) pulled to the surface, and scooped off with a 
ladle. The nozzle—the secret of the whole process 

INTRODUCING eee —was developed and patented by a graduate of . a , 3 fo Pa % ree ‘A De ees: 1 State. 2 
NEV champion! The world’s largest and the G-F Test Course, C.A. | lercy, Ohio State, 16. 
most powerful industrial N-ray unit, pack- ER . ey ing at wallop cquivalent to Syo,000,000 worth of se L 

radium. is now at work in the General Electric VTLS Seopa phintoar Scheneetady. Pb eK i 
tronwer | f j : ‘rs in its Dis! BER NN Be 

Sirens by fo jcoo volts than others in its ao POIs “a class, th ‘ F volt monster clips down. to sig |S i Se ge ee : 7 BATE two minutes the old record of an hour to Ei! ae a BES ES 2 
take a picture through four inches of steel. OSS ‘ 

Vhe amachine is housed in a special building, € ew LIN 4 j eh & agen A iS with taineh concrete walls plus 12 inches. of EC$#’[SNe: 
exterior brick to absorb stray radiations. Another Sy iff c Sn S | stfewintirs tor Neray technicians is the X-ray \ NS 4 | safety “wrist watch” a leather ease, worn on the y y: neat 
wrist, carrying a small picce of unexposed X-ray ) tim. his, when developed at the end of the day, TO THE RESCUE ] | Xs sy ati = 1a" a hiere sl] ) any scattered N-radiation tea which : Cs BSE EPP Guy" SeTEC Eres pate HEN Mother Nature goes berserk, and : the wearer may have been harmfully exposed. i ' iS i : whole towns are cut off from electric power, : Dy ./ that’s when repair crews go into sudden action i ‘ _ lan ea to find the break and fix it. | ¢ yd) In the past power companies have had trans- | be , formers mounted on small trailers to be rushed to | C = : location to restore power. Now General Electric | ee) has announced a completely factory-built 1o00- | . v * kva mobile substation, first of its type. : Drat That) wy This unit, mounted on a huge trailer, can be | e 

. Oxide towed along at yo miles an hour. It can take 
power from high-voltage lines of almost any 
voltage and transform it to service values. When SCRAM, OXIDES! a OMRAYS BCCI, the Subatation isrwhieeed 4a c an outage occurs, the substation is whizzed to the J! IPN a inyh-voltage cable tails, there’s the spot, parked, grounded, and tied in. It can also : evil to pay. Lights go out, breakers blow, be used to by-pass regular substations during | production lines clatter toa halt, confusion reigns! repairs or maintenance work. General Electric Most ible motihles are caused by moisture, which Company, Schenectady, N.Y. 
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